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Vortex dynamics in three-dimensional continuous myocardium with fiber
rotation: Filament instability and fibrillation a…
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Wave propagation in ventricular muscle is rendered highly anisotropic by the intramural rotation of
the fiber. This rotational anisotropy is especially important because it can produce a twist of
electrical vortices, which measures the rate of rotation~in degree/mm! of activation wavefronts in
successive planes perpendicular to a line of phase singularity, or filament. This twist can then
significantly alter the dynamics of the filament. This paper explores this dynamics via numerical
simulation. After a review of the literature, we present modeling tools that include:~i! a simplified
ionic model with three membrane currents that approximates well the restitution properties and
spiral wave behavior of more complex ionic models of cardiac action potential~Beeler-Reuter and
others!, and~ii ! a semi-implicit algorithm for the fast solution of monodomain cable equations with
rotational anisotropy. We then discuss selected results of a simulation study of vortex dynamics in
a parallelepipedal slab of ventricular muscle of varying wall thickness (S) and fiber rotation rate
(uz). The main finding is that rotational anisotropy generates a sufficiently large twist to destabilize
a single transmural filament and cause a transition to a wave turbulent state characterized by a high
density of chaotically moving filaments. This instability is manifested by the propagation of
localized disturbances along the filament and has no previously known analog in isotropic excitable
media. These disturbances correspond to highly twisted and distorted regions of filament, or
‘‘twistons,’’ that create vortex rings when colliding with the natural boundaries of the ventricle.
Moreover, when sufficiently twisted, these rings expand and create additional filaments by further
colliding with boundaries. This instability mechanism is distinct from the commonly invoked patchy
failure or wave breakup that is not observed here during the initial instability. For modified
Beeler-Reuter-like kinetics with stable reentry in two dimensions, decay into turbulence occurs in
the left ventricle in about one second above a critical wall thickness in the range of 4–6 mm that
matches experiment. However this decay is suppressed by uniformly decreasing excitability.
Specific experiments to test these results, and a method to characterize the filament density during
fibrillation are discussed. Results are contrasted with other mechanisms of fibrillation and future
prospects are summarized. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~98!02201-0#
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Ventricular fibrillation „VF… is a disorganized electrical
wave activity that destroys the coherent contraction of
the ventricular muscle and its main pumping function.
Progress to date has led to the plausible hypothesis tha
the underlying mechanism of VF are ‘‘electrical vorti-
ces,’’ which are topological analogs of the hydrodynamic
point vortices and vortex filaments present in a turbulent
fluid, and manifested in the heart as spiral waves„in two
dimensions… and scroll waves„in three dimensions… of ac-
tion potential. A fair amount is known about how vortex
filaments behave in a generic ‘‘isotropic’’ excitable media
where waves propagate with the same speed in all direc
tions. However, much less is known about their behavior
in bulk ventricular muscle where waves propagate faster
parallel to the fibers than perpendicular to them and the
fiber axis rotates transmurally across the ventricle. This
paper studies the effect of this rotation on the dynamics
of vortex filaments by numerical simulation of electrical
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impulse propagation in a slab of tissue. The main finding
is that this anisotropy produces a new type of twist-
induced filament instability that can cause a transition to
wave turbulence. This instability is characterized by dis-
tortions that travel along the filament similarly to solitons
along hydrodynamic vortex lines and cause filaments to
multiply by repeated collisions with boundaries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spiral and scroll waves have been extensively studie
recent years because of their central role in understan
arrhythmogenesis in cardiac tissue.1–3 These waves provide a
plausible explanation for the creation of reentrant pathw
of electrical activity around a point~in 2D! or line ~in 3D! of
phase singularity, which are dynamically generated but
preexistent in the tissue. This pathological behavior, broa
described as ‘‘functional’’ reentry in the cardiology litera
ture, differs from ‘‘anatomical’’ reentry that involves propa
gation around some fixed preexisting obstacle, and is to
logically simply analogous to plane wave propagation. Sp
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and scroll waves have a typical rotation period in the ran
of 100–200 ms, which is shorter than the basic period
pacemaker cells and can therefore lead to an abnorm
rapid heart beat or tachycardia. In a healthy heart, ventric
tachycardia~VT! usually degenerates into ventricular fibr
lation ~VF! after a short period of a few seconds, whereas
a diseased heart stable forms of anatomical VTs can so
times be sustained because of preexistent regions of d
aged tissue. A fundamental understanding of VF remains
essential prerequisite for improving current methods
defibrillation,4 developing possible alternatives to mass
defibrillatory shocks based on spatiotemporal control
vortices,5 as well as designing drug therapies to reduce v
nerability to VF.

At present, our understanding of this transition in eith
healthy or diseased tissue remains largely speculative. M
ping methods, using voltage sensitive dye6–8 or large arrays
of recording electrodes,9,10 permit to visualize the wave ac
tivity at the surface of the muscle, but not directly in i
interior. This makes it difficult to pinpoint experimentall
what type of wave instability causes VT to decay into V
after a few rotation periods. Moreover, from a purely mo
eling standpoint, it has remained difficult to quantitative
simulate reentry in a 3Dcontinuoustissue. This is due both
to the complexity of ionic models that describe ventricu
action potential,11–15 and to the extreme abruptness of ex
tation ~i.e., depolarization of the membrane! that occurs over
a ms time scale. The fact that this time scale is much sho
than the action potential duration, typically;100–200 ms,
renders the partial differential equations describing wa
propagation16 extremely stiff and difficult to solve. As a re
sult, even very basic questions concerning the dynamic
reentry in ventricular muscle have remained unanswered

In this paper we focus on the following basic set
related questions: What is the motion of vortex filaments
the presence of the intramural fiber rotation inherent in
architecture of ventricular muscle? Are transmural filame
morphologically stable, remaining roughly straight, or c
they adopt more convoluted shapes? Moreover, can t
produce an instability of such filaments that leads to VF
physiologically plausible parameter ranges where sp
waves~rotors! are stable in 2D? If so, what is the preci
mechanism of this instability and under what conditio
~wall thickness, fiber rotation rate...! will it occur?

In Sec. II we review the experimental and theoretic
literature related to these questions. We define rotational
isotropy and describe how it modifies the spread of exc
tion as a simple illustrative example. We then introduce
concept of vortex line~filament! and twist. We review some
of the known effects of twist on the dynamics of scroll wav
in isotropic excitable media that are potentially relevant
myocardium and VF.

The rest of this paper is then devoted to present mo
ing tools to address the questions above and to discuss s
of the basic answers that we have obtained so far. In Sec
we write down the basic cable equations of propagation
continuous myocardium with rotational anisotropy and
present an efficient numerical algorithm to solve these eq
tions. In Sec. IV we describe a simplified ionic model
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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ventricular action potential that incorporates quantitativ
the restitution properties~action potential duration and con
duction velocity! of more complex ionic models such a
Beeler-Reuter,12 or experimentally measured restitutio
curves.17–19 The validation of this simplified model is de
scribed in Sec. V where it is shown that it reproduces fai
fully the two-dimensional patterns of reentry of the mo
complex models. The issue of whether any of the curr
ionic models reproduces the reentry patterns observed
perimentally is also addressed in this section. The conc
output of the tools developed in Secs. III and IV is to ma
it possible to simulate a few seconds of modified Beel
Reuter-like reentry in a parallelepipedal slab of ventricu
tissue of typical dimension'63631 cm; and hence to
study quantitatively the effect of rotational anisotropy on t
stability of three-dimensional reentry. In Sec. VI we de
with the practical issue of characterizing the twist of mea
dering vortex lines. The most relevant simulation results
then presented in Sec. VII. They are discussed and comp
to other works in Sec. VIII where the limitations of thi
study and future prospects are also summarized. Conclus
are given in Sec. IX.

We have found it best to write this paper in such a w
that it is self-contained, even though certain modeling
pects and results will be exposed in more details elsewh
In particular, the numerical algorithm is described here in
entirety and the basic equations and parameters of the
plified ionic model are written down with sufficient details
allow the interested reader to reproduce all the present c
putations.

II. REVIEW

A. Rotational anisotropy

The structure of ventricular muscle has been charac
ized through meticulous structural studies.20–22For an ideal-
ized parallelepipedal slab of muscle, the fiber axis rota
continuously between the two bounding surfaces of
muscle as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Some of the

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a parallelepipedal slab of ventric
muscle of wall thicknessS showing the fiber pattern on the epicardium
midwall, and endocardium, and the continuous rotation of the fiber axis
Du5120°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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22 Chaos, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1998 F. Fenton and A. Karma
portant features are that:~i! The cells are shaped as flatten
tubes, about 80–100mm long, with roughly elliptic cross
sections with a major axis of 10–20mm. ~ii ! They are ar-
ranged in sheets roughly parallel to the surfaces~epicardium
and endocardium! of the muscle.~iii ! The fiber axis~long
axis of the cells! rotates continuously between the top a
bottom sheets by an angleDu, and the rotation is counter
clockwise from epicardium to endocardium as viewed fro
the top of the epicardium.

Peskin23 has attempted to derive the fiber architecture
the heart from first principles of mechanics. His analysis p
dicts thatDu5180°, whereas dissection studies often rep
a smaller rotation angle in the range of 100°–120°, so
rotation being lost near the surface. Independently of
magnitude, which is at least greater than 100° accordin
both theory and experiment, this angle is roughly const
throughout the ventricles. Consequently, the fiber rotat
rateuz[Du/S, whereS is the wall thickness, is larger in th
right ventricle ~RV!, where S'2 – 4 mm, than in the left
ventricle ~LV !, where S'1 – 2 cm. Activation wavefronts
propagate two to three times faster parallel to the fiber a
than perpendicular to it. It is therefore useful to distingu
three conduction velocities: parallel to the fiber axis,ci , per-
pendicular to this axis in the plane of the fibers,c'1 , and
perpendicular to this plane~transmurally!, c'2 . In the con-
tinuous cable theory described in Sec. III, this rotational
isotropy is described by a conductivity tensor that rend
modeling more difficult than in an isotropic medium.

B. Effect of rotational anisotropy on the spread of
excitation: A simple example

The spread of an excitation wavefront in bulk myoca
dial tissue has been studied fairly extensively.24–27 It is
worthwhile to briefly discuss this spread here since it p
vides basic intuition into the effect of fiber rotation on wa
propagation. For this purpose, we have shown in Fig. 2

FIG. 2. Isochrone lines spaced every 5 ms in time showing the sprea
excitation on the epicardium in response to a point stimulus at the cent
the epicardium. Results are obtained by simulation of a three-current i
model that closely approximates Beeler-Reuter kinetics. Spread takes
in a parallelepipedal slab of dimension 43430.25 cm withDu5120°, ci

542 cm/s, andc'15c'2518.7 cm/s. The fiber direction is shown on th
epicardium ~solid line-segment! and the endocardium~dashed line-
segment!.
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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results of a simulation of the spread of excitation in the id
alized geometry of a Fig. 1, i.e., an idealized parallelepipe
slab of muscle, with a point stimulus placed at the center
the epicardium The resulting isochrone pattern is qual
tively similar to those obtained by other authors24,25 and is
shown here primarily for illustrative purposes.

Wavefronts spread essentially according to Huyge
principle up to small curvature corrections to the conduct
velocity.24 Consequently, if there were no fiber rotation, is
chrone lines~lines of constant arrival times of the wavefron!
on the epicardium would appear as simple spreading ellip
With fiber rotation, however, the isochrone lines twist
time and change shape, as shown in Fig. 2. One way
understand qualitatively the origin of this twist is to imagin
how the excitation wavefront would look like if the variou
planes inbetween the endocardium and epicardium were
electrically coupled, except along a transmural cable t
passes through the point of stimulation. In this case, the
chrone surface would consist of stacked up ellipses that
tate with depth, each ellipse having a major axis of len
ci(t2z/c'2) aligned with the local fiber axis, and a mino
axis of lengthc'1(t2z/c'2), wherez is the depth measure
from the epicardium in terms of Fig. 1,t ~assumed.S/c'2!
is the time after the stimulus is applied, andz/c'2 is the
delay of stimulation with depth. In this case, the epicard
isochrones would still be simple ellipses. In contrast, wh
the planes are electrically coupled, the excitation can spr
back to the epicardium from deeper layers. This verti
spread effectively averages the elliptical isochrones o
depth and tends to twist the isochrones at the surface
modify their overall shape. At least qualitatively, these
fects are simple geometrical consequences of Huygen’s p
ciple in the presence of rotational anisotropy.

C. Rotational anisotropy, vortex twist, and VF

1. Simulation and experiment

On the theoretical side, computational limitations ha
made it difficult to carry out detailed quantitative studies
the effect of rotational anisotropy on reentry in continuo
myocardium. Numerical studies in coarsely discretized m
cardium have however been carried out. Panfilov a
Keener28 have interestingly observed that rotational anis
ropy could destabilize reentry for a modified FitzHugh
Nagumo model. However, they used a grid spacing;1 mm
to mimic anisotropic refractoriness that induces a large ju
in angle between layers and makes it hard to relate t
results to real myocardium. Moreover, so far, the underly
spatiotemporal dynamics of filament motion and twist h
not been studied in the presence of rotational anisotrop
either discrete or continuous media.

On the experimental side, sustained VF is generally
supported by small hearts.29–33Zipeset al.30 have shown that
canine RV does not support VF but the thicker LV doe
Furthermore, Kavanaghet al.31 have observed VF in the LV
only above a critical thickness. The main conclusion of the
experiments, emphasized by Winfree32,33 is that hearts below
a critical ~electrically active! muscle thickness do not fibril
late, but support instead stable forms of tachycardia that
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23Chaos, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1998 F. Fenton and A. Karma
can associate with a single spiral wave. The present d
however, do not suffice to conclude whether it is the thic
ness of ventricular muscle, rotational anisotropy, or a co
bination of both, which is the main cause of VF as review
recently by Winfree.32,33

2. Vortex twist

Attempting to understand the effect of rotational anis
ropy on reentry and VF naturally leads one to ask questi
about its effect on the twist of transmural vortex lines
phase singularity~or filaments! that end normal to the epi
cardium and endocardium. A constant twist along a stra
infinite line can be pictured by imagining drawing spir
waves in closely spaced planes perpendicular to this line
rotating slightly each spiral by a constant angle as one mo
up from one plane to the next. In this case the twist is sim
W52p/d whered is the distance along the vortex line ov
which the spiral wave has made one complete rotation
more general situations, vortex lines need not be straight
twist need not be uniformly distributed along them. One c
then define a local twist34 that measures the rate of rotatio
of the wavefront in successive planes that are locally perp
dicular to this line as discussed in Sec. VI. For the idealiz
presentation of Fig. 1, the local twist of a transmural vor
line must vanish at the epicardium and the endocardium
cause of the mirror symmetry at these boundaries. So twi
myocardium cannot be constant along vortex lines and
largest intramurally.

Twist has been studied primarily in isotropic excitab
media and in the simpler regime of nonmeandering sp
waves, i.e., spiral waves that rotate rigidly around a sm
circular core~elliptical in cardiac tissue! as discussed more a
length in Sec. V. It has been investigated bo
analytically35–39 and numerically~Ref. 40 with earlier refer-
ences therein! in two-variable reaction diffusion models, a
well as experimentally in the Belousov–Zhabotinskii~BZ!
reaction.41,42 Twist has been traditionally induced by impo
ing a gradient of parameter parallel to the filament, wh
makes one end of the filament spin faster than the othe
by imposing boundary conditions that have a similar effe
Several findings of these studies have been argued to be
tentially relevant for myocardium:43

~i! Twist has been observed experimentally in BZ41 to
relax diffusively in agreement with existing analys
of twist perturbations along a straight filament.36,37

This diffusive decay has been used as a basis
estimate32 the twist magnitude in myocardium~see
below!.

~ii ! Above some critical twist amplitude a morphologic
instability occurs that causes the filament shape
evolve from a straight line to a helix. The term spr
ing was first coined by Henzeet al.40 to describe this
instability in a numerical study of twist in two
variable reaction diffusion models. The same instab
ity was later observed experimentally by Mirono
et al.42 in BZ. The critical twist was found to be abou
2/3 of one rotation per wavelength in bo
simulation40 of the Oregonator model~two-variable
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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caricature of the BZ reaction! and experiment,42 or
Wc'4p/3l. Slightly different magnitudes ofWc

were found for other forms of FitzHugh–Nagum
kinetics.40

~iii ! The spin rate of scroll waves increases with twist.35,36

Independently of this increase, and for purely ge
metrical reasons,40,43 twist also packs wavefronts
closer together, thereby decreasing the excitable g
Thus a sufficiently large twist can cause the excita
gap to fall below a minimum value at which stab
plane wave propagation fails and localized wa
breaks are created. This type of ‘‘patchy failure’’ ca
in turn induce a transition to a wave turbulent sta
that has been observed experimentally in BZ un
strong gradient condition.41

One can attempt to examine the relevance of twist
myocardium by estimating its average amplitude. Some
these estimates have been carried out by Winfree in Refs
32. In general, twist can be induced either by the transm
gradient of refractory period between the endocardium
endocardium~the refractory period being about 10% short
on the epicardium than on the endocardium! or by rotational
anisotropy. Although we focus more on the latter mechan
in this paper, it is worthwhile to estimate the amplitud
resulting from each mechanism separately.

Twist caused by a gradient of refractory period can
estimated32 by calculating the rate of twist buildupkb and the
time td it takes for twist to decay. It then follows that th
twist amplitudeW̄;kbtd . Assuming purely diffusive un-
twisting ~e.g., Refs. 36, 41, 32!,

] tW5D'2]z
2W, ~1!

subject to the two boundary conditionsW(0)5W(S)50 im-
posed by symmetry at the two bounding surfaces. Subst
ing a simple Fourier sine series W(z,t)
5(nWn(t)sin(npz/S) into this equation yields Wn(t)
5Wn(0)exp(2t/tn) with tn5S2/(n2p2D'2). The slowest,
and hence most meaningful, relaxation time correspond
n51, which yields at once the expressiontd'S2/(p2D'2)
used previously by Winfree to estimate twist
myocardium.32 Let us now denote byDv the difference of
angular frequencies of rotation of spiral waves on the epic
dium and endocardium, and byv̄ the average of these tw
frequencies. The rate of twist buildup, or winding of th
filament, is then simplykb5Dv/S, which yieldsW̄;kbtd

;SDv/(p2D'2). In comparison, the critical twist necessa
for sproing is Wc'2p f c /l, where l'2pc'2 /v̄ is the
transmural wavelength andf c is some, as yet unspecified
critical fraction of one complete rotation necessary for sp
ing. Equating the estimates ofWc and W̄, we get a critical
thickness for sproing equal to

Sc'
f cp

2D'2v̄

c'2Dv
. ~2!

For D'2 in the range of 1/9 to 1/5 cm2/s, c'2'15 cm/s,
Dv/v̄'0.1, andf c'2/3, assuming that the BZ threshold fo
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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sproing applies to myocardium, we obtain thatSc is between
1/2 and 1 cm and that twist builds up over about 1 s for 1 cm.
So the RV is stable by that argument and the LV is unsta
against sproing.@Winfree concluded in Ref. 32 that the LV
should be stable by the present estimation. This is becau
a calculator error ~Ref. 44! equivalent to substituting
9 cm2/s, instead of 1/9 cm2/s, forD'2 in Eq. ~2!, which leads
to an estimate oftd two orders of magnitude smaller tha
here. We shall argue later in this paper that, even correc
this estimate may not be relevant for continuous myoc
dium, such that this footnote is more of historical interest
avoid confusion.#

Let us now turn to the relation between rotational anis
ropy and twist. With zero electrical coupling between laye
one can construct a scroll wave consisting of stacked sp
waves that are simply dilated along the fiber axis and c
tracted perpendicular to it. Such a scroll filament has z
twist. However, it is easy to work out that such a state
destroyed by a finite coupling since it is not translationa
invariant along the transmural axis. Although this does
prove that there does not exist some other scroll wave s
that also has zero twist with a finite coupling, we wou
expect generic states to have a finite twist as a resul
interlayer diffusion. However, there is presently no reliab
theory, even approximate, to estimate what this amplit
may be. One crude way to estimate twist, but not correc
we shall see later, is to assume that the phase change a
the ventricle is roughly equal to the total fiber rotation ang
and hence thatW̄'Du/S. It leads to the conclusion that th
LV is stable against sproing~but not necessarily propagatio
failure! for uz'120°/cm.

Another argument that can be made is that rotatio
anisotropy should not continuously wind the filament in t
same way as a gradient of refractoriness. Any finite amo
of twist, if present, should build up on a time scale comp
rable to the average periodT̄52p/v̄, at least for nonmean
dering spiral waves. This implies that rotational anisotro
should have a negligible effect whentd is shorter thanT̄, or
equivalently S,Smin;p(D'2T̄)1/2. This yields Smin in the
range of 3–5 mm forD'2 between 1/9 and 1/5 cm2/s and
T̄5100 ms. So the RV is just stable by this estimate.

3. Open questions

At present, it is unclear that the above crude estima
are correct. First, as discussed in more detail in Sec. V, sp
waves in ionic models of ventricular action potential, and
experiment, exhibit highly nonlinear meander patterns un
normal excitability condition. One therefore needs to und
stand twist dynamics in such a regime, which is not the o
described by current analytical theories, or studied so fa
most simulations. Second, nothing is known about twist
the presence of rotational anisotropy.

In view of the foregoing review, some of the most re
evant open questions are:~i! How is twist built-up and re-
laxed in space and time?~ii ! How large is the twist induced
by rotational anisotropy as a function of wall thickness (S)
and fiber rotation rate (uz)? ~iii ! Can twist destabilize fila-
ments?~iv! Lastly, can such an instability produce the wa
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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turbulence characteristic of VF above some critical mus
thickness and/or fiber rotation rate? As we shall see, the
merical results of Sec. VII require us to critically reexami
the above estimates that turn out not to be applicable. T
show that rotational anisotropy induces a twist that is neit
constant in time nor distributed along the filament as a h
sine wave, as assumed in all the above diffusive estima
Instead, during one rotation, there are intermittent peri
where the filament is nearly straight and untwisted, a
shorter periods where the filament is folded and hig
twisted along a small section. New estimates will be p
posed to interpret these results.

We conclude this section by mentioning a related op
issue. Namely, is VF necessarily a 3D phenomenon, wh
the reader may be led to believe from the present emph
on rotational anisotropy, or can it be a purely 2D pheno
enon? Atrial fibrillation left aside, the classic sheet prepa
tion of Davidenkoet al.7 does not support wave turbulence7

but a single drifting spiral wave. This fact alone, howev
does not prove that VF is not intrinsically a 2D phenomen
for two reasons. First, this preparation alters the electroph
ology ~in particular the excitability! in a way that may tend
to suppress wave instabilities. Second, Grayet al.45,46 have
provided experimental and theoretical evidence that eve
single spiral wave drifting across the heart surface is su
cient to produce a VF-like ECG, although apparently not
agreement with other experiments that seem to converg
the more traditional view that several rotors are involved.9,47

In a recent experiment, Garfinkelet al.10 reproduced the
sheet preparation of Davidenkoet al. with a 1 to 2 mmthick
and 25 mm in length and width slice of right ventricul
epicardium. They further added a drug agent that short
the action potential duration~APD! by 30%–50%, and hence
the spiral wavelengthl;conduction velocity3APD thereby
effectively making the tissue larger. They observed
multiple-rotor VF-like state with the drug agent, demonstr
ing that such a state is at least experimentally possible
quasi-2D preparation with altered electrophysiology, but
without.

On the theoretical side, numerous simulations
complex48–51 and simplified ionic models52–54,10 have also
demonstrated that wavefront fragmentation leading to eit
transient or sustained complex wave behavior is, in princip
possible in 2D. However, none of the theoretical mec
nisms that have been proposed to explain this fragmenta
including stationary repolarization fronts49,50 and electrical
alternans,53,54 both based on an action potential duration re
titution curve with a slope significantly larger than one, o
shortened relative refractory period,52 have been tested ex
perimentally. So the issue of whether VF is essentially a 2 or
3D phenomenon is still largely open both experimentally a
theoretically. Future progress on this issue will rely on
better understanding of how drug agents alter the elec
physiology of sheet preparations, and hence the stability
rotors, and the development of better tools to characte
spatiotemporal organization during VF in whole hearts~see
for example the article by Baylyet al. in this issue!.47 We
return to this issue at the end of Sec. V where we exam
experimentally measured restitution curves and those
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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duced by ionic models of ventricular action potential. O
conclusion is that the most believable curves are not s
enough to produce VF in 2D.

III. SIMULATING WAVE PROPAGATION IN
CONTINUOUS MYOCARDIUM

In this section we present an algorithm for solving t
monodomain cable equations in a 3D parallelepipedal sla
continuous tissue with rotational anisotropy.

A. Basic equations and boundary conditions

The basic equations have the form

] tV5¹•~D̃¹V!2I ion~V;y!/Cm , ~3!

] ty5g~V;y!, ~4!

whereV is the membrane potential,I ion is the total current
flowing through the membrane,Cm is the membrane capac
tance,y is a vector (y1 ,y2 ,...) of gate variables that pre
scribes the dynamics of the various currents that make
I ion , ¹V denotes the gradient operator with compone
(]xV,]yV,]zV), and

D̃[
s̃

SoCm
5S D11 D12 0

D21 D22 0

0 0 D'2

D , ~5!

wheres̃ is the conductivity tensor andSo is the cell surface
to volume ratio. The matrix elements are defined by

D115D i cos2 u~z!1D'1 sin2 u~z!, ~6!

D225D i sin2 u~z!1D'1 cos2 u~z!, ~7!

D125D215~D i2D'1!cosu~z!sin u~z!, ~8!

where the diffusivities are for propagation parallel to the
ber axis (D i), perpendicular to this axis in each plan
(D'1), and transmurally (D'2), and

u~z!52Du/21z~Du/S! 0<z<S ~9!

measures the angle between the fiber and they-axis in each
plane. Equation~9! is equivalent to assuming that the fib
axis rotates continuously between the epicardium (z50) and
endocardium (z5S) as depicted in Fig. 1.

We restrict our attention to an electrically insulated pie
of tissue and therefore impose that there is no net cur
flow normal to the surfaces bounding the tissue. This yie
the Neumann boundary conditions

n̂•~D̃¹V!50, ~10!

wheren̂ is the normal unit vector to each of the six boundi
surfaces, or, equivalently,

]zV50 ~at z50 and z5S!, ~11!

D11]xV1D12]yV50 ~at x50 and x5Lx!, ~12!

D21]xV1D22]yV50 ~at y50 and y5Ly!. ~13!

We have not explored more realistic types of boundary c
ditions where the tissue is in contact with a bath, or includ
the effect of the endocardial Purkinje network, which cou
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be important.55 Our prime motivation has been to first unde
stand vortex dynamics with the simplest possible set
boundary conditions that approximates bulk ventricular
sue without the Purkinje network. Understanding the effe
of more realistic boundary conditions and this network
mains an interesting task for the future.

B. Algorithm

1. Spatial discretization

We discretize the PDE by definingVa
n where the three-

dimensional indexa[( i , j ,k) denotes the position on th
lattice, orr5 iDxx1 j Dyy1kDzz, whereDx5Dy5D, and
Dz are lattice spacings, andn measures the timet[nDt.
The partial derivatives]x

2V, ]y
2V, ]z

2V, and ]xy
2 V are ap-

proximated by standard centered difference formu
D22dx

2Va
n , D22dy

2Va
n , Dz22dz

2Va
n , andD22dxy

2 Va
n , respec-

tively, where

dx
2Va

n[Vi 11,j ,k
n 1Vi 21,j ,k

n 22Vi , j ,k
n , ~14!

dy
2Va

n[Vi , j 11,k
n 1Vi , j 21,k

n 22Vi , j ,k
n , ~15!

dz
2Va

n[Vi , j ,k11
n 1Vi , j ,k21

n 22Vi , j ,k
n , ~16!

dxy
2 Va

n[ 1
4@Vi 11,j 11,k

n 2Vi 11,j 21,k
n 2Vi 21,j 11,k

n

1Vi 21,j 21,k
n #. ~17!

2. Time stepping scheme

In cardiac muscle, the elements of the diffusion tensoD̃
are of the order of 1 cm2/s. Furthermore, resolving the con
tinuum limit of the cable equations typically requires choo
ing a grid spacingD'200– 300mm because of the narrow
ness of the wavefront (;conduction velocity31 ms) for
normal membrane excitability. This restrictsDt to a few
hundredth of a ms because of the numerical stability c
straints associated with explicit schemes~see below!. The
algorithm we use isunconditionally stablefor isotropic
propagation, with no restriction onDt other than accuracy
For anisotrpic propagation with fiber rotation, it is subject
a much less stringent constraint onDt than Euler. It therefore
permits use of simultaneously a smallD, needed to resolve
the continuum limit of the cable equations, and a valueDt in
the range of a couple tenths of a ms that renders the sim
tions considerably more efficient.

The only nontrivial part of the algorithm is based o
using the method of operator splitting to step semi-implici
the diagonal part of the spatial operator;D11dx

2V
1D22dy

2V1D'2dz
2V. The cross term;dxy

2 V is then simply
treated explicitly andI ion(V;y) is treated semi-implicitly by
linearizingI ion about the value ofV at the previous time step
For clarity of exposition, it is therefore best to describe t
algorithm for the case of purely isotropic diffusion withD i

5D'15D'2[D and I ion50. The straightforward extensio
to anisotropic propagation withI ionÞ0 is described in Ap-
pendix A.

Let us first recall the Euler scheme defined for isotro
propagation by

Va
n115Va

n1b~dx
2Va

n1dy
2Va

n1dz
2Va

n !, ~18!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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whereb[DDt/D2 and we have let hereDz5D. A standard
von Neumann linear stability analysis56 of this scheme leads
to the well-known result that it is only stable ifb,1/(2d) in
d dimensions, and therefore ifb,1/6 in 3D.

We follow a scheme that utilizes operator splitting.56 We
first split the 3D Laplacian operator as the sum of two o
erators:O1[dx

21dy
2, corresponding to the 2D Laplacian i

the x2y plane, and,O2[dz
2, corresponding to diffusion

along z. We are then free to choose how to time step e
operator separately. We choose here to stepO1 using a two-
dimensional alternating direction implicit~ADI ! scheme and
O2 using a one-dimensional implicit scheme. This cho
can easily be shown by a von Neumann stability analysi
yield an unconditionally stable scheme. Let us denote byVa

S

the result of the first split step,Va
n→Va

S , with O1 . The result
of the second split step,Va

S→Va
n11, with O2 is then just

Va
n11. This yields the scheme defined by

Va
S5Va

n1b~dx
2Va

S1dy
2Va

n !

Va
n115Va

S1
b

2
~dz

2Va
n111dz

2Va
S!J n even, ~19!

Va
S5Va

n1b~dx
2Va

n1dy
2Va

S!

Va
n115Va

S1
b

2
~dz

2Va
n111dz

2Va
S!J n odd. ~20!

The n even and odd steps are identical except for the in
change ofx andy that corresponds to alternatively steppi
x andy implicitly every two time steps. The important poin
here is that the number of floating point operations for o
time step is, like for Euler, proportional to the total numb
of grid points NxNyNz on the lattice~where Lx5NxD, Ly

5NyD, S5NzD!. Each iteration only requires to solve
series of linear systems of equations of the formLV5R
where L is a tridiagonal matrix,V is an unknown one-
dimensional vector, andR is some known right-hand sid
vector. This can be efficiently done in orderN operations
where N is the length of vectorV. More specifically, Eq.
~19! implies that, forn even, calculatingVa

S requires solving
NyNz independent tridiagonal systems for each pair of in
ces (j ,k). Each system has for unknown the one-dimensio
vectorVi , j ,k

S of lengthNx indexed byi P@1,Nx#. Calculating
Va

n11 at the second split step then requires to solveNxNy

independent tridiagonal systems for the unknown vec
Vi , j ,k

n11 of lengthNz indexed bykP@1,Nz#. By symmetry, for
n odd @Eq. ~20!#, the first split step requires to solveNxNz

separate tridiagonal systems with unknown vectors of len
Ny indexed byj P@1,Ny# in order to calculateVa

S . The sec-
ond split step is the same as forn even.

IV. SIMPLIFIED THREE-CURRENT IONIC MODEL OF
VENTRICULAR ACTION POTENTIAL WITH
RESTITUTION

A. Motivation

Ionic models that describe ventricular actio
potential11–15 have become increasingly more complex, a
hopefully more realistic as a result. These models charac
ize I ion in Eq. ~3! by gathering various membrane curren
measured in classic voltage-clamp or patch-clamp exp
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ments. Although current computing platforms allow simula
ing the 20 year old version12 of these models in 2D for a few
rotation periods,49–51 they do not allow one to carry out ex
tensive 3D simulations. Moreover, the overwhelming co
plexity of the latest models14,15 makes it difficult to isolate a
subset of essential parameters. Lastly, and most importa
in our view, ionic models may not faithfully reproduce th
restitution properties~defined below! of action potential in
myocardium despite their complexity.

One traditional escape from this complexity has been
use simplified models of excitable media as ‘‘caricatures’’
myocardium. The best known example is the FitzHug
Nagumo~FN! model,57 described in its simplest form by th
equations

] tu5¹•~D̃¹u!13u2u32v, ~21!

] tv5e~u2d!, ~22!

whereu is a dimensionless measure of the membrane po
tial, v is some effective membrane conductance,e is a small
parameter that measures the abruptness of excitation, rel
to the pulse duration, andd is a parameter that measures t
excitability of the membrane, i.e., the amplitude of the stim
lus necessary to cause an excitation.

The FN model has been~and remains! extremely useful
to gain basic insight into the wave behavior of generic ex
able media, and in particular to understand how this wa
behavior depends on a reduced set of parameters suche
andd ~see Ref. 58 with references therein!. However, it has
become recognized that this model does not reproduce, e
qualitatively, certain important properties of ventricular a
tion potential. As a result, modified forms of the F
equations59,60,54 and truncated versions of more comple
models61 have been introduced. The so-called ‘‘Pushchin
FN kinetics59 was introduced to shorten the relative refra
tory period, which is the period after repolarization durin
which the membrane recovers its resting properties. M
recent simplified models have focused on incorporating r
titution properties.60,54 However, so far, proper model vali
dation by a close comparison of the two-dimensional reen
patterns produced by the simplified models and the m
complex ones has not been systematically carried out.

B. Model

Here we describe a model that retains the minimal io
complexity necessary to reproducequantitativelythe restitu-
tion curves that describe how the pulse duration and
propagation velocity depend on the time interval after re
larization during which the membrane recovers its rest
properties. We shall show in Sec. V that once these
curves are correctly reproduced for a given electrophy
ological model, the two-dimensional spiral wave behavior
this model is also reasonably well-reproduced quantitative
In addition, this modeling approach allows making conta
directly with real tissue by fitting experimentally measur
restitution curves.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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1. Restitution of action potential duration and
conduction velocity

The action potential duration restitution curve,17,18 re-
ferred to hereafter as APD restitution, relates the APD a
given point in the tissue with the previous diastolic interv
DI at the same point. This DI, or recovery time, measures
time between successive repolarization and depolarizatio
the membrane, measured at the same threshold memb
potential as the APD~typically '80% – 95% repolarization
of V!. The membranerecoversits resting properties during
this interval until the next excitation. Typically, a DI that
sufficiently long for the membrane to have fully recover
will be followed by a long APD that is independent of th
DI. In contrast, a short DI that only allows partial recove
will be followed by a short APD. Therefore the APD res
tution curve incorporates in a single curve all the ionic co
plexity underlying the relationship between the pulse du
tion and the partially recovered state of the tissue. T
importance of APD restitution in cardiac dynamics has be
emphasized in numerous studies. A sufficiently steep res
tion curve can lead to a period doubling instability of t
APD of a single cell under rapid pacing,62–64 to related
quasi-periodic oscillations of APD during circular motion
a pulse in a ring of tissue,65–69as well as to slow repolariza
tion fronts49,50 and wavelength oscillations54 that can cause
wavebreaks in a 2D tissue.

Another fundamental property of waves in excitable m
dia is the so-called dispersion curve that traditionally rela
the steady-state velocity of a plane wave train with its per
~see for example Ref. 70!. This curve can also be defined
relate theinstantaneousconduction velocity~CV! of an ex-
citation wavefront to the previous DI at the point where t
velocity is measured. The CV generally depends on the
entation of the wavefront with respect to the fiber axis. Ho
ever in a continuous medium we can arbitrarily choose
define this curve for propagation parallel to the fiber ax
Propagation in the two principal directions perpendicular
the fiber axis is then characterized by the same curve sc
down by a factor of (D'1,2/D i)1/2. Purely as a matter o
choice, we prefer to refer hereafter to this curve as CV r
titution rather than dispersion. Dispersion is traditiona
used in the cardiology literature to describe spatial variati
of refractoriness, which can lead to confusion. More imp
tantly, this curve is directly analogous to the APD restituti
curve from a physiological standpoint. It describes how
CV is recovered as the tissue returns to its resting proper
Generally conduction is slower in partially recovered tiss
such that the CV decreases with decreasing DI, down
some minimum interval DImin where propagation fails. Fi
nally, it is simple to show that once a given CV restitutio
curve of a more complex model is correctly reproduced
the simplified model, the Eikonal equation24 that describes
the effect of wavefront curvature on the spread of excitat
is also automatically reproduced by choosing the same
fusivity tensorD̃ in both models.

We concentrate on the APD and CV restitution curv
because they are the ones that dictate the dynamics o
depolarization wavefront and repolarization waveback, a
the interaction between these two fronts. They are there
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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more fundamental quantities for modeling wave dynam
than the shape of the action potential.

2. Ionic currents and basic equations

To capture these properties,I ion is written as the sum of
three currents:

I ion5I fi~V;v !1I so~V!1I si~V;w!, ~23!

where ~i! I fi is a fast inward current that is responsible f
depolarization of the membrane and only depends on
inactivation–reactivation gatev, i.e., which is responsible
for inactivation of this current after depolarization and
reactivation after repolarization. The role of this gate is
rectly analogous to that of the producth3 j of the gatesh
and j of the sodium current in the Beeler-Reuter12 and
Luo-Rudy15 models.~ii ! I so is a slow outward currentI so(V)
that is analogous to the time-independent potassium cur
in these models and is responsible for repolarization of
membrane.~iii ! I si is a slow inward current, analogous to th
calcium current, that balancesI so during the plateau phase o
the action potential and only depends on one gate variablew,
responsible for inactivation and reactivation of this curre
which is analogous to the gatef of the calcium current.12,15

Even though in a classic physiological picture of membra
dynamics,I fi , I so, and I si correspond to the Na, K, and C
currents, respectively, this correspondence is an oversim
fication since the known membrane dynamics is far m
complex15 than caricatured by these three currents. Howev
the goal here is not to reproduce details of individual ion
currents, but to retain the minimal ionic complexity that u
derlies the membrane recovery processes that give ris
generic restitution curves. For this reason, we prefer to re
to these currents as fast and slow inward, and slow outw
rather than Na, Ca, and K, as a reminder that they do
represent quantitatively measured currents, but only their
tivation, inactivation, and reactivation dynamics necessar
reproduce quantitatively restitution properties.

In this respect, the present model overcomes sev
limitations of a model introduced previously by one of us54

This model exploited a modified FN-like nullcline structu
and kinetics in order to attempt to reproduce arbitrary re
tution curves.54 Although arbitrary in shape, these curve
were constrained in this model to have a minimum APD a
CV that both become vanishingly small in the limite!1
representative of normal myocardium. As shown below,
perimentally measured curves, as well as those produce
ionic models, terminate at a finite APD and velocity ev
when the excitation is very abrupt. The present more ph
ologically based model is not subject to these restrictions
apply to two-variable models with a nullcline structure. T
minimum conduction velocity along the CV restitution, b
low which propagation failure occurs, is now controlled b
the rate of inactivation of the sodium current, independen
of the smallness of the ratioe of the time scaletd[Cm /ḡfi to
depolarize the membrane and the APD. Furthermore,
minimum APD can be controlled by the slow outward a
inward currents also independently ofe.

It is convenient to write down the equations of the mod
by defining the dimensionless membrane potentialu
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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[(V2Vo)/(Vfi2Vo) that varies from 0 to 1, whereVo is the
resting membrane potential, andVfi is the Nernst potential o
the fast inward current. It is also convenient to define
scaled currentsJfi5I fi /(Cm(Vfi2Vo)) ~same forJso andJsi!
that have units of inverse time. The equations of the mo
then become

] tu5¹•~D̃¹u!2Jfi~u;v !2Jso~u!2Jsi~u;w!, ~24!

] tv5Q~uc2u!~12v !/tv
2~u!2Q~u2uc!v/tv

1 , ~25!

] tw5Q~uc2u!~12w!/tw
22Q~u2uc!w/tw

1 , ~26!

where the three currents are given by

Jfi~u;v !52
v
td

Q~u2uc!~12u!~u2uc!, ~27!

Jso~u!5
u

to
Q~uc2u!1

1

t r
Q~u2uc!, ~28!

Jsi~u;w!52
w

2tsi
~11tanh@k~u2uc

si!# !. ~29!

Q(x) is the standard Heaviside step function defined
Q(x)51 for x>0 andQ(x)50 for x,0, which reflects the
fact that the gating functionsh`(V), m`(V), j `(V), and
f `(V), in the Beeler-Reuter12 or Luo-Rudy-I14 models have
been replaced by step functions. One exception isd`(V) that
needs to be approximated by a smooth function~here the
sigmoid form (11tanh@k(u2uc

si)#)/2) in order to produce a
good fit of APD restitution curves. The APD is short ifV
does not reset after an excitation at a value sufficient to
tivate I si . In contrast, the APD is long ifI si is activated. In
order to accurately reproduce the CV restitution curve,
found it necessary to define the time constant that gove
the reactivation of the fast inward current separately o
two voltage ranges~uv,u,uc and u,uv! by defining the
function

tv
2~u!5Q~u2uv!tv1

2 1Q~uv2u!tv2
2 . ~30!

This splitting allows to vary independently the minimum d
astolic interval~i.e., the excitable gap!, controlled bytv1

2 ,
and the steepness of this curve, controlled bytv2

2 . We note
that a good fit of the APD restitution curve could be obtain
without introducing such a splitting for the reactivation pr
cess of the slow inward current.

C. Determination of model parameters

The values ofVo and Vfi only determine the range o
membrane potential, i.e., the linear mapping that translateu
into V. Therefore the nontrivial model parameters consists
the various time constantstd ,to ,t r ..., thethreshold poten-
tials uc anduc

si for activation ofI fi and I si , respectively, the
threshold potentialuv that enters in the definition of th
tv

2(u), and the constantk. These parameters were chosen
fit the following restitution curves:

~i! BR: Those obtained byS1 –S2 stimuli of the Beeler-
Reuter model with standard parameter values12 in a
1D cable.

~ii ! MBR: Those obtained byS1 –S2 stimuli of a modi-
Downloaded 07 May 2001 to 149.142.136.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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fied version of the Beeler-Reuter model where the c
cium kinetics is speeded up by dividing the functio
t f(V) andtd(V) in Ref. 12 by a factor of 2 as in Refs
49–51.

~iii ! MLR-I: Those obtained byS1 –S2 stimuli of the
Luo-Rudy-I model14 modified with the same calcium
speed-up as MBR.

~iv! GP: The experimental steady-state curves extrac
by Girouardet al. ~Fig. 5 in Ref. 19! from optical
recordings of membrane potentials on the epicard
surface of the LV of a guinea pig~GP! during plane
wave pacing at fixed cycle lengths.@The term steady
state is commonly used to differentiate the curv
measured by pacing at a fixed cycle length until co
stant APD and CV are obtained, from the restituti
curves obtained by two successive stimuli~S1 and
S2!. In both the BR~MBR! and LR-I ~MLR-I ! mod-
els, there is little difference between these two curv
except at small DI. In contrast, experimental paci
studies have shown that theS1 –S2 and steady-state
restitution curves differ significantly from each oth
even at longer DI.17,18 This is most likely due to
longer memory effects71 that are not described b
ionic models up to the LR-I model and are still poor
understood. The LR-II model15 incorporates other
processes~sodium-potassium pump and calcium i
take in the sarcoplasmic reticulum! that could poten-
tially account for these observed memory effects,
though this has not yet been demonstrated.
addition, no experimental studies have yet attemp
to characterize memory effects that affect the cond
tion speed. We might be tempted to conjecture t
such effects are present if we contrast the various
restitution curves in Fig. 3 calculated byS1 –S2
stimuli with the more gradually rising steady-sta
curve measuredin vivo.19#

The BR model12 was essentially the first detailed mod
of ventricular action potential following Noble’s adaptation11

of the classic Hodgkin–Huxley equations to the Purkinje
ber. The LR-I model14 is an improved version of the BR
model with substantially faster, and more realistic, sodi
kinetics. The calcium speed-up has been shown to be ne
sary to obtain stable rotors in 2D with BR kinetics.49–51This
necessity has been given different interpretations, both
to APD restitution.50,69 Our simulations indicate that thi
speedup is not necessary to obtain stable rotors for the L
model which has a much less steep APD restitution cur
However, even in this case, it shifts down the~notoriously
too long! maximum APD of this model in a more realisti
range,;200 ms, and is also useful for this reason. The
models were chosen because they are presently accept
useful, albeit not necessarily physiologically correct, ref
ence models. The experimental curves19 have the advantage
that they are directly measuredin vivo and are thus subject to
less uncertainties than the curves produced by any of
existing ionic models.

The restitution curves of the BR, MBR, and MLR
models were calculated in a one-dimensional cable~plane
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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wave! geometry parallel to the fiber axis withD i51 cm2/s.
A first stimulusS1 was applied at one end of the cable
produce a first propagating action potential. A second stim
lus S2 was then applied at the same end to initiate a sec
action potential in the tail of the first one. The restitutio
curves were then constructed by measuring the instantan
speed of the second excitation wavefront and the APD a
function of the DI by varying theS1 –S2 interval. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3 together with the GP steady-s
curves of Ref. 19.

The maximum conduction velocity is higher for MLR
than either BR and MBR because of the faster sodium kin
ics. In addition, the APD restitution curve of both BR an
MBR terminates at a substantially shorter minimum AP
(;40 ms) than the one of MLR-I~which terminate at

FIG. 3. Comparison of restitution curves of standard ionic models~solid
lines! and those obtained from the simplified three-current model~filled
circles! with the parameter sets of Table I:~a! action potential duration
~API! versus diastolic interval~DI!; and~b! conduction velocity~CV! versus
DI. Curves are obtained by two successive stimuli at one end of a 5 cmlong
cable withD i51 cm2/s andV5260 mV as threshold to define the APD
and DI in all models. Curves of standard ionic models include those
Beeler-Reuter~BR!, modified Beeler-Reuter with speed-up calcium~MBR!,
and modified Luo-Rudy-I with speed-up calcium~MLR-I !. Also fitted are
the experimentally measured steady-state curves~open squares! of Ref. 19.
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;160 ms!. This difference may appear surprising at fir
since one would have naively expected restitution to be c
trolled by the slow membrane currents, which are qua
identical in BR~MBR! and LR-I~MLR-I !. However, a closer
examination reveals that this difference is due to the slo
Na kinetics in BR~MBR! that causesV to reset at a smalle
peak value during excitation for small DI~Fig. 4!, as com-
pared to LR-I~MLR-I !. As a result, the calcium current i
not activated at short DI in BR~MBR!, whereas it remains
activated in LR-I~MLR-I !. Restitution is built into our sim-
plified model precisely in this way. So, contrary to nai
expectation, APD restitution is generally controlled both
fast and slow membrane currents. We have insisted her
fitting the restitution curve obtained byS1 –S2 stimulation
of a propagatingpulse. The latter is only identical to th
curve obtained byS1 –S2 stimulation of an isolated cell a
long DI, but not at short DI where the APD is reduced. Th
is because cell coupling reduces the peak excitation valu
V and hence the subsequent calcium influx that prologues
APD. One interesting conclusion is that increasing the
dium conductance increases the minimum APD and redu
the steepness of the APD restitution curve. So increasing
Na conductance of BR prevents spiral wave breakup.

The corresponding restitution curves calculated
S1 –S2 stimulation of the simplified three-current mod
@Eqs.~24!–~26!# in a 1D cable with the parameters of Tab
I are shown for comparison in Fig. 3. This comparison sho
that the three-current model is able to reproduce these cu
fairly accurately, as well as the pulse dynamics under
peated stimuli as illustrated in Fig. 4. Technical details of
fitting procedure that is used to determine the model par
eters are not essential here and will be described elsewhe72

Equation~24!–~26! and Table I provide the necessary info
mation to independently reproduce all the computations
the present paper.

f

FIG. 4. Action potentials generated by three stimuli (S1 –S2 –S3) at one
end of a 1D cable for the original BR model~solid line! and the simplified
model ~dashed line!.
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V. MODEL VALIDATION

Two separate questions arise in validating ionic mod
The first is whether simplified models, such as the one u
here, semi-quantitatively reproduce the two-dimensional
entry pattern of more complex models, once the restitut
curves have been fitted~a nontrivial test!. The second ques
tion is whether the reentry patterns produced by any of
current models is representative of what is experiment
observed in myocardium.

The first question can be answered by directly comp
ing the reentry patterns of the simpler and more comp
ionic model. This can be done, for example, for the BR a
MBR models which have been simulated by Courteman
and Winfree.49 The precise meander trajectory generally d
pends on the way the wave tip~i.e., the end of the activation
wavefront! is defined. However the basic features of th
trajectory are independent of definition and can be mean
fully compared. We plot in Fig. 5 the wave tip trajectori
~as defined in Sec. VI! obtained by simulation of the three
current model for the parameters~MBR, MLR-I, and GP!
that produce stable re-entry in 2D. Contour plots of isop
tential lines for MBR are shown in Fig. 6. The meand
trajectories are made up of a succession of gently cur
sections where the wavetip travels along arcs of conduc
block parallel to the repolarizing waveback, and high
curved section~outward petals! at the end of these arc
where the wavefront pivots nearly in place around a sh
radius r . The morphology for MBR, including both th
length of the arcs of block and the angle between succes
arcs, is in relatively good agreement with the one simula
by Courtemanche and Winfree. Moreover, we find that re
try is unstable for the BR parameters. Wavebreaks occur
lead to the multiplication of vortices and a transient turbul
wave activity, also in good agreement with what these
thors observe by full simulation of BR.49 @There has been
some confusion in the literature that is worth clarifyin

TABLE I. Parameters of the simplified three-current model obtained
fitting calculated restitution curves~see text! of the original Beeler-Reuter
~BR! model, modified forms of the Beeler-Reuter~MBR! and Luo-Rudy-I
~MLR-I ! models with speedup calcium kinetics, and steady-state curves
tracted from optical recordings on the LV epicardium of a Guinea pig~GP!
during plane wave pacing parallel to the fiber at fixed cycle length~Ref. 19!.
Time is in unit of ms,Cm51 mF/cm2, td[Cm /ḡfi with ḡfi in mmho/cm2,
Vo5285 mV, Vfi5115 mV, andk510. Note thatuv does not need to be
defined for MLR-I sincetv1

2 5tv2
2 .

Parameter BR MBR MLR-I GP

ḡfi 4 4 5.8 8.7
t r 33 50 130 25
tsi 30 45 127 22
t0 12.5 8.3 12.5 12.5
tv

1 3.33 3.33 10 10
tv1

2 1250 1000 18.2 333
tv2

2 19.6 19.2 18.2 40
tw

1 870 667 1020 1000
tw

2 41 11 80 65
uc 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13
uv 0.04 0.055 - 0.025
uc

si 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
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While Courtemanche and Winfree49 have reported that 2D
reentry is unstable and transient in the BR model for st
dard parameter values, Krinskyet al.73–75have reported tha
it is stable. The first rotation or so of reentry in BR procee
along a line of block, as correctly described by Krins
et al., and may appear stable. Subsequent rotations, howe
eventually lead to wavebreaks and transient reentry, as
firmed by our simulations.# Finally, a simulation of the
MLR-I model76 produces a linear core structure similar
Fig. 5~b!.

Addressing the second question requires to summa
briefly what is known about spiral wave behavior in cardi
muscle. The trajectory of the wavetip usually depends on
excitability of the tissue. Excitability can be measured by t
strength of the threshold stimulus necessary to cause an
citation. High ~low! excitability is associated with a sma
~large! threshold stimulus and a fast~slow! propagation ve-
locity. Normal myocardium is generally highly excitabl
whereas ischemic tissue, i.e., tissue with reduced blood
ply, can have a significantly lowered excitability and a sho
ened pulse duration.

Simulations to date in a variety of models~e.g., Refs. 2,
58, 73–75! have shown that, for low excitability, the waveti
simply rotates around a circular core region of resting tiss
whereas, for high excitability, the tip meanders along
aforementioned arcs of conduction blocks of Fig. 5.@Circular
cores are elliptical in cardiac tissue because the propaga
velocity is faster parallel than perpendicular to the fiber ax
In a 2D monodomain continuum, however, this anisotro
only amounts to a trivial contraction of the pattern perpe
dicular to the fiber axis that does not affect the dynamics.
therefore prefer to distinguish meander patterns in 2D
terms of their morphology in an isotropic medium. Th
highly anisotropic linear core structures are purely the pr
uct of the wave dynamics in an isotropic medium for norm

y

x-

FIG. 5. Trajectories of the wavetip in a 2D isotropic tissue for the vario
fits of restitution curves that yield stable reentry:~a! MBR; ~b! MLR-I; and
~c! GP, withD i5D'151 cm2/s, anddx50.031 cm,dt50.25 ms for MBR,
dx50.0262 cm, dt50.17 ms for MLR-I, and dx50.0215 cm, dt
50.115 ms for GP. The wavetip position is calculated using Eq.~31! with
Viso5235 mV for MBR,Viso5225 mV for MLR-I, andViso5245 mV for
GP.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Contour plots ofV obtained by simulation of the three-current model with the modified Beeler-Reuter~MBR! parameters. Time increases from le
to right and top to bottom and the frames are spaced every 25 ms. The tissue size is 6.236.2 cm and the contours are spaced every 20 mV. The wav
calculated by Eq.~31! with Viso5235 mV is highlighted by a filled circle. The bottom right-hand frame shows a gray scale shading ofV with repolarized
tissue in black and the wavetip trajectory for the entire sequence from top to bottom.
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membrane excitability and are not to be confused with
ellipses that are a simple contraction of circular cores.# In
between these two extremes, a variety of flowerlike mean
patterns with both inward and outward petals have b
simulated. This evolution of meander patterns has been
ported by Winfree in his survey of the FN model58 by vary-
ing excitability @i.e., a parameter directly analogous tod in
Eqs.~21!–~22!#. It has also been demonstrated in BR kinet
by Krinsky, Efimov, and Jalife73–75 by changing the sodium
conductance. The main difference is that subsequent arc
more parallel to each other in BR than FN for high excitab
ity ~i.e., cores appear more linear in BR and more triangu
in FN!. This evolution is also reproduced by the thre
current model as shown in Fig. 7. Krinskyet al. have argued
that this linear structure should be present when the radir
of the pivot turn of the wavefront inbetween arcs, whi
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decreases with increasing excitability, is much smaller th
the rotor wavelengthl, and circular cores whenr;l. They
have also argued that the linear cores should rotate slow
a rate;r /l. Although heuristic, these arguments work re
sonably well in practice and account qualitatively for t
variation of core morphologies in Fig. 5. The cores of MLR
and GP are more linear than the MBR core because of
larger sodium conductance in MLR-I than MBR, and hen
smallerr . Furthermore, the line of block rotates faster in G
than MLR-I because of the smaller wavelength~i.e., smaller
minimum APD of the APD restitution curve.!

A theory of linear cores still remains to be developed.
present, meander is only analytically understood in the
posite weakly excitable limit, either for large core radi
where an equation of motion for the wavetip has recen
been derived,77 or near the codimension-2 point where th
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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onset of meander coincides with the transition line from
ward to outward petals.78,79

On the experimental side, current mapping methods
not allow characterization of the meander patterns with
same resolution as in numerical simulations or B
experiments.80,81 Despite this limitation, progress has r
cently been made in identifying the transient meander p
terns with both inward and outward petals of spiral wav
that only last a few cycles.82 Also, reentry around lines o
blocks that extend 1–2 cm seem commonly observed du
reentry. They have been seen by Dillonet al.83 and other
groups since then~see for example Fig. 7 in Ref. 73 and Fi
6 in Ref. 10!. Davidenkoet al. have also distinguished ellip
tical and linear cores in different sheep preparations~also
Fig. 7 in Ref. 73!. All of these observations seem to suppo
at least qualitatively, the existence of linear cores in norm
myocardium. However, the transition from linear to circu
core with varying excitability largely remains to be expe
mentally demonstrated.

The length of the linear core (;1 cm) and average pe
riod (;100 ms) come out in the right ball park for the mod
parameters fitted to the GP data, whereas for either MBR
MLR-I these two quantities are both larger~3–5 cm and 200
ms, respectively! than typically observed experimentally
This is due to the fact that the APD restitution curve term
nates at a shorter APD in the GP data, and hence leads
smaller wavelength, while still rising sufficiently gradual
with increasing DI to forbid instabilities. It therefore seem
reassuring that the model parameters that provide the be
to measured curvesin vivo produce about the right cor
length and period.

All the restitution curves fitted here, except the one
BR, do not produce spiral wave breakup in 2D. If we belie
the GP data of Fig. 3 to be representative of normal myoc
dium ~probably a better guess than what any of the curr
ionic models produce!, then we may be tempted to specula
that the type of VF produced by 2D wave breakup mec
nisms tied to restitution49,50,54 are only relevant for tissue
with somewhat altered electrophysiology, perhaps as in
the experiment of Garfinkelet al.10 There is, however, insuf
ficient restitution data at present to prove or disprove t
speculation.

In summary, current ionic models and the limite
amount of existing experimental data indicate, but do
prove, that reentry innormal myocardium is stable in 2D
The restitution curve of BR, which produces wavebreaks
2D49,50 is anomalously steep because of its too slow Ca
netics and low Na conductance. Speeding up this kinetic
increasing this conductance both tend to stabilize reentr
BR. Experimental curves also seem insufficiently steep
cause wavebreaks. Activation wavefronts in myocardi
generally rotate along a line of block that is distinct fro
elliptical cores that describe tissue with a reduced excita
ity. This distinction, although clear in model simulation, r
mains to be better established experimentally since it is
always simple to distinguish highly contracted ellipses fro
the lines of block that would already be present in an iso
pic medium.
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VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF VORTEX LINES AND
TWIST

One practical way to identify the spiral wave tip in 2D
to arbitrarily choose a single isopotential line of consta
membrane potential,V(r ,t)5Viso, wherer5xx1yy is the
position vector, to represent the boundary between depo
ized and repolarized regions of the tissue, as when h
drawing a spiral wave. The wave tip can then be defined
the point where the excitation wavefront meets the repo
ization waveback of the action potential, or equivalently
the point of zero normal velocity along this boundary. It
simple to show that this point is the intersection point of t
lines V5Viso and ] tV50, defined by the coordinate
(xtip ,ytip) of the vectorR5xtipx1ytipy that satisfy:

V~R,t !2Viso5] tV~R,t !50. ~31!

In FN-type models, both the wavefront and the waveback
thin boundary layers of widthe such that different values o
Viso ~chosen between the resting and peak membrane po
tials! lead to meander trajectories that are all within a d
tancee of each other, and therefore practically indistinguis
able on the scale of the core. Meander patterns depend m
markedly on the choice ofViso for ionic models~BR and
others! with a spatially more diffuse waveback. The bas
morphology of a meander pattern~e.g., linear versus circula
and the angle between petals! remains independent of th
choice ofViso.

Equation~31!, which defines the wavetip as a point
2D, defines theinstantaneousvortex line in 3D as the inter-
section of two surfaces. This line is denoted here byR(s,t)
5x(s,t)x1y(s,t)y1z(s,t)z, wheres is the arclength along
the line andt(s,t)[]sR(s,t)/u]sR(s,t)u is the unit vector
locally tangent to the filament. The filament curvaturek and
the torsionn are defined by the Frenet–Serret equations]st
5kn and]sn52kt1nb, wheren andb are the normal and
binormal directions to the filament in the local Frenet–Ser
frame.

In order to calculate twist, it is useful to define the vect
field

N5
¹V

u¹VuU
r5R

, ~32!

which points parallel to the gradient of membrane poten
at the point or line of phase singularity. In 2D,N is simply
the unit vector perpendicular to the the wavetip trajecto
The angular frequency of rotors is justv5udN/dtu for non-
meandering spiral waves. In contrast, for meandering spi
with elongated cores,udN/dtu is large when the excitation
wavefront rotates rapidly;180° twice per period, and sma
when it travels along an arc of conduction block in betwe
rotations.

In 3D, N(s,t) becomes a vector field along the vorte
line that is locally perpendicular to the tangentt(s,t) and
hence lies in the plane spanned byn and b. The twist
W(s,t), which is distinct from the torsion, is then the scal
field

W~s,t !5@]sN~s,t !3N~s,t !#–t~s,t !, ~33!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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which measures the rate at whichN rotates in the plane per
pendicular tot(s,t) as one moves along the filament.34 A
numerical algorithm to calculate the filament position a
twist according to Eqs.~31!, ~32!, and ~33! is described in
Appendix B.

We have also found useful to define the transmural tw
amplitudeWt5Df/S where

Df5sin21uNendo~ t !3Nepi~ t !u ~34!

is the angle between the normal directions on the epicard
and the endocardium, as well as to define the Euclidean
tance

LE~ t !5@~x1~ t !2x2~ t !!21~y1~ t !2y2~ t !!21S2#1/2 ~35!

between the breakthrough points of the same vortex
~wavetips! on the epicardium (x1 ,y1) and endocardium
(x2 ,y2). These quantities have the advantage that they
measurable experimentally by simultaneously mapping b
surfaces.LE(t) is by definition always smaller or equal to th
total filament arclength defined byL(t) and the difference
between these two lengths is a measure of the curving o
vortex line intramurally.

Laws of filament motion have been analytically deriv
for reaction-diffusion models.36,38,39 These laws have bee
derived under the assumptions that:~i! the medium is isotro-
pic; ~ii ! spiral waves do not meander; and~iii ! the filament
moves on space and time scales that are much larger tha
core size and rotor period, respectively. However none
these assumptions generally apply to the heart. Scroll wa
typically meander in a rotationally anisotropic medium on
core size at least comparable to the wall thickness. In
case, it becomes crucial to understand the motion of the
stantaneous line of phase singularity on theinner scaleof the
core and on a time scale much shorter than the period. W
excitability may be one exception where assumptions~ii ! and
~iii ! may be satisfied because spiral waves tend to rotate
idly around a small core, but even in this case assumption~i!
is violated. Therefore, there is presently no proper analyt
theory to reliably describe vortex line motion in ventricul
muscle.

FIG. 7. Wavetip trajectories for the MBR parameter set in a 2D isotro
tissue obtained by varying the conductance parameterḡfi of the fast inward
~sodium! current.
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VII. COMPUTATIONS

We present in this section selected simulation results
best serve to illustrate the answers to the questions raise
the end of the review section. We restrict our attention
parameters of the three-current model that reproduce the
titution properties of the Beeler-Reuter model with speed
calcium ~i.e., MBR column in Table I!. The other models
with stable reentry patterns in 2D~MLR-I and GP! yield
similar results that will be presented elsewhere. In order
also explore the role of the excitability of the tissue we rep
results forḡfi54, corresponding to normal sodium condu
tance of Beeler-Reuter, and the reduced valueḡfi52.47. Re-
call that, in an isotropic medium, the higher value yields t
complex meander trajectory of the wave tip along succes
arcs of conduction blocks, and rapid pivot turns around sm
outward petals in between, and the lower value yie
steady-state rotation around a circular core of unexcited
sue~Fig. 7!. This allows us to contrast the role of rotation
anisotropy in these two opposite regimes of re-entry.

A. Choice of parameters

The ratio of conduction velocitiesci /c'1 varies typi-
cally between 2 and 3, which corresponds to a ratio
D i /D'1 between 4 and 9. We used here a ratio of 5 w
D i51 cm2/s and D'15D'251/5 cm2/s. For ḡfi54, the
maximum conduction velocity is 42 cm/s parallel to the fib
axis @Fig. 3~b!# and 19 cm/s in the two perpendicular dire
tions. The range of wall thickness (S) and fiber rotation rate
(uz) was chosen on the basis that for,Du5120°, a 1 cm LV
wall thickness yieldsuz512°/mm, and a 4 mm RVwall
thickness yieldsuz530°/mm. We therefore chose to varyS
between 1 mm and 1 cm for four different fiber rotation ra
uz56°/mm, 9°/mm, 12°/mm, and 30°/mm. This choice co
ers approximately the region of theS2uz plane that could be
accessed experimentally by rendering electrically inactiv
fractional depth of tissue. We variedS at constantuz by
removing epicardial layers. So all results are always sho
as viewed from the top of the exposed transmural layer. T
is purely a matter of choice and removing endocardial lay
would have been equivalent since we do not take into
count the Purkinje network.

The simulations were carried out using the algorith
described in Sec. III and Appendix A on cubic lattices wi
20032003Nz and 30033003Nz grid points. The grid spac-
ings alongx and y were chosen asDx5Dy5D50.031 cm
~so these lattices correspond to slabs
width3length3height equal to 6.236.23NzDz cm and 9.3
39.33NzDz cm, respectively.! The time step was chose
equal to Dt50.25 ms. These values ofD and Dt give a
maximum propagation speed parallel to the fiber axis tha
a few percent smaller than it would be in the fully resolv
continuum limit. The spacingDz between layers was de
creased for largeruz to keep the jump in angle betwee
layers in the range of 1°–3°. We choseDz5D for uz

56°/mm and uz512°/mm, and Dz5D/3 for uz

530°/mm. S was varied between 1 mm and 10 mm b
varying Nz between about 4 and 40 forDz5D and 12 and
120 for Dz5D/3. The convergence of the results was tes
by repeating some simulations for variousS and uz with

c
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smallerD, Dz, andDt. These test yielded quantitative di
ferences of a few percent but no qualitative change in w
behavior. So we do not believe that any aspects of our res
are produced by lattice artifacts.

We used as initial condition in all the simulations a
untwisted scroll wave with a straight filament obtained
stacking along thez-axis identical two-dimensional spira
waves, or identical two-dimensional broken plane waves
typical simulation of 1 s of real time for a lattice size o
30033003100 took on average 20 h of CPU time on
'100 MFLOPS workstation. The interesting instabilities o
curred during the first second but longer runs of up to
were occasionally carried out for isolated parameter valu

B. Results and main features

We show in Fig. 8 plots of the transmural twist ang

FIG. 8. Plots illustrating the relaxation oscillations of the transmural tw
angleDf ~solid line!, the total filament lengthL ~thick dashed line!, and the
Euclidean distanceLE ~dashed line! between wave tips on the epicardium
and endocardium. All plots are for a fiber rotation rateuz512°/mm. Plots
~a!–~d! are for ḡfi52.47 andS51.6 mm ~a!, 2.2 mm~b!, 3.1 mm~c!, and
4.65 mm~d!. Plot ~e! is for ḡfi54 andS56.2 mm. The plot in~e! is inter-
rupted when the vortex line collides with the surface, as shown in the
responding Fig. 12, and is continued after the half-ring created by this
lision has vanished.
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Df(t) versus time, which recall is the angle between t
normals ~wavefront directions! on the epicardium and en
docardium and differs from the fixed total angle of fiber r
tationDu5uzS. The transmural twist amplitudeWt can then
be simply read from these plots by dividingDf(t) by the
correspondingS. We also plot versus time on the sam
graphs the Euclidean distanceLE(t) between the wavetips on
the epicardium and endocardium and the total filam
lengthL(t). Several plots are shown for various wall thic
nesses~see caption! and the two different excitabilities. In
Fig. 9 we plot versusS the peak oscillation amplitude o
twist angle (Dfmax) and twist (Wt

max5Dfmax/S), as well as
the total angle of fiber rotationDu5uzS.

The main features to be noted in these two plots are

~1! Df(t) undergoes nonlinear oscillations with a rela
ational character between zero and some peak v
Dfmax, rather than smooth oscillations around som
mean value.

~2! The filament length also undergoes relaxation osci
tions with a peak amplitude shifted in time with respe
to the one of twist, i.e., the length is about maximu
when the twist reaches zero after a large amplitude
cillation.

~3! The basic period of oscillation is half of the rotor perio
i.e., there are two main peaks of per rotor period forḡfi

52.47 in the range ofS where oscillations are periodic
For the meandering case there is one main peak per
ward petal of the meander path.

~4! Dfmax increases rapidly withS, above about 1 mm here
and saturates in the range'100° – 120° forḡfi52.47,
and '150– 200° forḡfi54. Consequently,Dfmax can
become much larger thanDu with increasingS. More-
over, the average twistDfmax/Sfirst rises rapidly withS
up to some maximum value and then decreases for la
S.

~5! For the reduced excitabilityḡfi52.47 where there is no

t

r-
l-

FIG. 9. Plot of the peak oscillation amplitude of the transmural twist an
Dfmax ~filled circle! and twistDfmax/S ~open circles! as a function of wall
thicknessS for ḡfi52.47. The total angleDu of fiber rotation is plotted as a
dashed line for comparison.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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meander in 2D, the character of the oscillation chan
from periodic to aperiodic with increasingS ~i.e., they
become aperiodic forS larger than about 4 mm here!.
@We have not attempted here to determine how the tr
sition from periodic to aperiodic behavior takes place
to measure a Lyapounov exponent to determine if
aperiodic regime is truly chaotic. This would requi
longer simulation runs.# For the parameterḡfi54 where
complex meander is already present in 2D, the twist
cillations are aperiodic for allS where they are visible
as one would naively expect since the 2D meander
motion is already somewhat aperiodic. Moreover the
cillations are narrower~i.e., more sharply peaked i
time! for the meandering than for the nonmeander
case.

For the lower excitability, we plot in Fig. 10 the trajec
tories of the wavetip on the endocardium and epicardium
variousS. The main features to be noticed here are how
epi- and endo-trajectories of the wavetip become rota
with respect to each other with increasingS andDu, and how
they differ from the purely 2D anisotropic trajectory for th
same parameters@i.e., the isotropic trajectories of Fig. 7 con
tracted along the axis perpendicular to the fiber axis
(D'1 /D i)1/2#. This difference is particularly evident for th
reduced excitability (ḡfi52.47) where the epi- and endo
trajectories can be seen to depart progressively from ellip
with increasingS. Furthermore, the onset of aperiodic osc
lations at largerS for ḡfi52.47 is associated with the onset
a more complicated motion of the wave tip on the epic
dium and the endocardium. So it is interesting to note th
within some broad definition where meander depicts gen
ally unclosed quasiperiodic or chaotic trajectories, one
have rotational-anisotropy-induced meander in a param
range where motion is simply periodic in 2D.

FIG. 10. Plot of the wavetip trajectories on the endocardium~solid line! and
epicardium ~dashed line! for different wall thicknesses,ḡfi52.47, uz

512°/mm. The fiber direction on each surface is indicated as in Fig. 2.
the same excitability, the wavetip trajectory is a simple ellipse in 2D. N
that the trajectories on the epicardium and endocardium depart progress
from ellipses with increasingS and their major axes become rotated fro
each other by an angle that is comparable to the transmural angleDu
5uzS of fiber rotation. For the larger thickness the wavetips meander
each surface.
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Next, Fig. 11 provides the essential bridge between F
8 and 10. It is intended to show how the motions of t
wavetips on the epicardium and endocardium gives rise
the oscillations of twist amplitude and filament length in F
8. For this purpose we choose a certain time intervalt1<t
<t2 ~see caption! that corresponds to one oscillation of twi
in Fig. 8. We then plot the wavetip trajectories on the e
cardium and endocardium that correspond to this time in
val. Finally, we indicate the successive positions of t
wavetips along the trajectories by the normal directionsN
~tick marks! at equal intervals of time. By counting the num
ber ticks along each trajectory~top and bottom! one can pin-
point the relative positions and orientations of the activat
wavefronts on the epicardium and endocardium at differ
times and correlate their motions with the oscillation of F
8. The main feature to be noticed in these plots is that
rapid pivot turn of the wavefront on one of the two boundi
surfaces~endocardium here! leads in timethe pivot turn of

r
e
ely

n

FIG. 11. Plot of the trajectories of the wave tip on the endocardium~solid
line! and epicardium~dashed line! for uz512°/mm and~a! ḡfi52.47 and
S52.2 mm, ~b! ḡfi54 andS53.1 mm. The trajectories correspond to th
time intervals 340<t<510 ms in~a! and 50<t<80 ms in~b!, which can be
correlated with the oscillations in Fig. 8~b! and~e!, respectively. The normal
directions N are represented by tick marks spaced every 2.5 ms. In~a!
A(A8) and B(B8) indicate the wavefront positions on the epicardium~en-
docardium! whenDf is at its two maxima with the highest one atB(B8).
Note that in~b! the wavefront on the epicardium has made a leading pi
turn by 152° while the lagging wavefront on the endocardium has o
rotated by 24° during the same interval of time.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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the wavefront on the other surface~epicardium here!. For
ḡfi52.47, the rapid pivot turns occur when the wavefro
travels along the highly curved part of the distorted elliptic
trajectories that are at opposite ends of their major ax
whereas forḡfi54, they occur when the wavefront trave
along the small outward petals.

Next, Figs. 12–15, illustrate the intramural dynamics
the vortex line and its twist for the range ofS where the
oscillations become large. The vortex line and the normalN
are shown at equal intervals of time during one of the os
lation of Fig. 8~e!. The voltage activity on the epicardium
and the endocardium corresponding to frames 4 to 11
shown in Fig. 13. The local twist angle,f(s,t)
[*0

sds8W(s8,t), is plotted as a function of the arcleng
position s along the filament in Fig. 14 for the times th
correspond to frames 4 to 9 in Fig. 12~reading from left to
right and top to bottom!. The important features to notice i
these figures are that:

~i! The filament winds itself just below the surface of t
leading pivot turn of the wavefront and then unwin
at the opposite surface by the transmural propaga
along the filament of a localized region of large tw
referred hereafter as a twiston.84

~ii ! One can estimate from Fig. 14 that the maximum
cal twist is '50°/mm ~i.e., 100° jump in angle di-
vided by a 2 mm gapbetween flat regions of sma

FIG. 12. Three-dimensional snapshots of the vortex line and the normaN
for ḡfi54, uz512°/mm, and S56.2 mm. The sequence starts att
5170 ms and can be correlated with the oscillation of the transmural t
angle in Fig. 8~e!. Frames are spaced every 6.25 ms. Time increases f
left to right and top to bottom. The scale of thez-axis is greatly magnified in
comparison to the other axes to visualize the filament. In the right-ha
most frame of the third row just before collision~ninth frame! the filament
length is'18 mm or about three timesS. Note that regions of large twis
along the vortex line coincide with regions of large curvature.
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angle change! and that twistons move at a speed th
is roughly Mach 1 compared toc'2'20 cm/s here.

~iii ! The filament is morphologically unstable. This inst
bility is tied to the fact that localized regions of twis
coincide with regions of large filament curvature a
the filament can lengthen to several times the w
thickness as a result.

~iv! The collision with the surface of such a region of hig
curvature leads to the creation of a half-ring~full ring
with the mirror image through the boundary!. It is
important to emphasize that no new length of filame
is actually created at the instant of collision. Th
newly formed half-ring is just a cut out segment of th
original filament.

st
m

d-

FIG. 13. Contour plots ofV at intervals of 20 mV on the epicardium~a! and
endocardium~b! corresponding to frames 4 to 11 in Fig. 12. The end poi
of vortex lines~wave tips! are shown by filled circles in the frames tha
follow the creation of a half-ring.

FIG. 14. Plots of the twist anglef vs the arclength positions along the
filament corresponding to the two middle rows~frames 4–9! in Fig. 12.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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The propagation of a twiston is further illustrated in Fi
15 where we show a spatiotemporal plot of the local tw
W(s,t) as a function of the arclength positions along the
filament for S57.5 mm andḡfi54, i.e., different snapshot
of W(s,t) vs s are shown at various times shifted along t
ordinate. The twiston appears as a localized excitation
propagates from left to right~epicardium to endocardium!.
An interesting feature, already present in Fig. 14, is that
propagation of this pulse is accompanied by a lengthenin
the filament. Consequently the filament length is maxim
about when unwinding is completed. Examination of oth
plots similar to Fig. 15 reveal that the spatiotemporal dyna
ics along the filament can become more complex. Twist
are not always created and annihilate at boundaries. T
twistons sometimes combine to form one or a single twis
can suddenly split into two twistons propagating in oppos
directions.

The next series of plots focuses on the transition fr
VT to VF as a function ofS anduz for the normal excitabil-
ity parameterḡfi54. We have found useful to distinguis
three dynamical states, which we observe with increasinS
at fixeduz : ~i! a globally stable VT-like state with a singl
chaotically meandering filament but no creation of new fi
ments,~Note that, contrary to here, dynamical states with
single rotor have been categorized as VF by ot
authors45,46 based on the fact that they can produce a co
plex ECG. Purely as a matter of definition, we use the te
VF throughout this paper to refer to a spatiotemporally c
otic wave state with multiple rotors, independently of t
complexity of the ECG.! ~ii ! a state intermediate between V
and VF where the wave dynamics remains dominated
average by a single transmural filament, but with occasio
collisions leading to thetransient formation of a half-ring
filament that vanishes at the boundary where it is crea
~Fig. 12!; ~iii ! a fully developed VF state with an averag
number of filaments substantially larger than one. In t

FIG. 15. Spatiotemporal plots of the vortex twistW(s) stacked in time from
bottom to top every 1.25 ms forḡfi54, S57.5 mm, anduz512°/mm. This
plot shows the transmural propagation of a twiston created about 1
below the epicardium. The speed of propagation can be extracted dir
from the slope of the line of crest in this plot and is about 20 cm/s. Note
the vortex line elongates as the twiston propagates. The instant of coll
with the the endocardium is marked.
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state filaments are continuously being created by section
of pre-existing filaments in two parts due to collision wi
the surface, the pinching off of a long filament in the interi
of the muscle, or the spontaneous creation of a vortex r
They are continuously being destroyed by vanishing
boundaries or merging with other filaments~e.g., the merg-
ing of a half-ring and transmural filament!. Figure 16 illus-
trates how the transition from VT to VF occurs foruz

512°/mm andS56.2 mm. Three-dimensional snapshots
the filaments are shown at nine different instant of tim
chosen to illustrate the complex sequence of events that l
to a fully turbulent wave behavior. In the first three fram
filament creation occurs as described above by the collis
of a twiston with one surface~endocardium here!. However,
the newly created half-ring does not vanish but grows inst
to hit the endocardium and create two more filaments. T
following sequence of frames would require many mo
frames in between to render all the details of each filam
creation and annihilation events~which are not essential to
show here!. The net product is the complex filamentary sta
~with about 16 filaments! in the bottom right frame.

Figure 17 shows the electrical activity on the epicardiu
and the endocardium for the same instants of time co
sponding to the frames in Fig. 16. This activity is imaged
showing contour plots of the transmembrane voltage and
places where filaments breakthrough on these surfaces
indicated by solid circles. The last three frames are repea
at the bottom of each panel using a gray scale shading sh
ing depolarized~repolarized! regions of the tissue in white
~black!.

We compare in Fig. 18 recordings ofV at one point on
the epicardium~x53.1 mm andy51.5 mm! for 3.5 s of VT
(S53.1 mm) and VF (S56.2 mm). Then, in Fig. 19 we
show the histograms of APD distribution obtained from

m
tly
t

on
FIG. 16. Three-dimensional snapshots showing the main creation even
vortex lines that lead to the decay of VT into VF forḡfi54, uz512°/mm,
and S56.2 mm. The snapshots are shown att50, 405, 409.5, 459, 472,
497, 654, 785, and 950 ms with time increasing from left to right and top
bottom. The scale of thez-axis is greatly magnified as in Fig. 12.
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total of 4800 simultaneous recording points uniformly d
tributed on the epicardium, midwall, and endocardium. T
main feature to notice here is that, for the VT, the distrib
tion of APD is centered around the mean value of APD
the hyper-meandering 2D rotor. In contrast, for VF, the d
tribution is centered around a smaller APD and is compa
tively much broader. Random bursts of shortened APD
be clearly seen in Fig. 18. We infer that this difference
histograms is a direct consequence of the large numbe
vortex lines present in VF. This is because excitations as
ciated with the passage of a vortex line near a record
point reexcite the membrane at a much smaller peak valu
V. This reduced peak value then yields a short APD since~i!
the slow inward current is not activated to prolong the AP
and ~ii ! it takes a shorter time to repolarize from a reduc
peak value. So there is a direct correlation between the
tex line density and the shape of the APD distribution.

Finally, all our simulation results for the normal exci
ability are plotted in Fig. 20 that is similar to Fig. 1 of Win
free in Ref. 33. It is one of the key figure to be discussed
the next section in relation to experiment.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Interpretation of the results

1. Winding, unwinding, and twistons

Figure 9 shows that the transmural twist angleDf has a
peak amplitude that exceeds the angle of fiber rotationDu
already for small wall thickness. For the maximum twist a
plitude of about 50°/mm, and the layer spacing of 0.031
used in our simulations, the maximum jump in phase an
of the rotor between layers is about 15°/mm. However,
repeated the simulations with a layer spacing twice sma
and found nearly identical results within a few percent, de
onstrating that these results are not artifacts of the disc
zation, but dynamical features of the continuum limit.

One immediate conclusion is that the naive estimate
Sec. II, which equatesDf and Du, turns out to be grossly
incorrect. Also, the twist amplitude is found to be only ne
ligible below about 1 mm here, which is much smaller th
the 5 mm or so estimate ofSmin obtained by equating the
diffusive decay timetd with the rotor period. Moreover, twis
decays propagatively rather than diffusively.

To understand why these estimates fail, and what
more correct ones are, we need to examine the origin of th
oscillations. While one would expect oscillations to
present because the fiber rotation breaks the underlying
tional symmetry, one would not necessarily expect large a
plitude relaxation oscillations. To see why those occur, le
discuss first the nonmeandering case of reduced excitab
(ḡfi52.47) forS52.2 mm, which is simpler to interpret an
already contains the basic mechanism of oscillation. In
case, the trajectories of the wavetips on the endocardium
epicardium are only slightly distorted ellipses whose ma
axes are rotated from each other by an angle, defined he
a, which is roughly equal toDu as can be seen in Fig. 10. S
estimating thata'Du is about right, but the key point is tha
a is not the transmural twist angle. This is because the ra
pivot turn of the wavefront on the epicardiumleadsin time
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the pivot turn on the endocardium for counterclockwise
tation and vice versa for clockwise rotation. This can
clearly seen in Fig. 11~a! where the the wavetips and norma
N on the epicardium (B) and endocardium (B8) are shown
at the instant of time whereDf is maximum during one
oscillation in Fig. 11~b!. At this instant the wavefront on the
epicardium has completed its pivot turn on the curved s
tion of the distorted elliptical trajectory, whereas the wav
front on the endocardium is only initiating its turn. Cons
quently, Df is much larger thana at this instant. With no
time delay between pivot turns on both surfaces,Df would
be about constant in time and equal toa. The same mecha
nism holds true for the higher excitability as shown in F
11~b!. The main difference is that now the leading piv
turns occur on the small outward petals of the contrac
meander trajectories in between arcs of blocks.

This winding mechanism makes it possible to und
stand semi-quantitatively a number of the features of the
cillations mentioned in the last section. We only menti
here the main ones and others are straightforward to ded
by examining the results. In a regime where the oscillatio
become strongly nonlinear, the twist angle rises from zero
its maximum value in the range of'10– 20 ms. This corre-
sponds approximately to the timetpiv to make a pivot turn.
The main peaks of the oscillations occur twice per per
because, for reduced excitability, there are two highly curv
sections of the trajectories at opposite ends of the major a
of the distorted ellipses, and hence two fast pivot turns
period. It is also simple to deduce that the alternate sma
peaks must exist as a consequence of the fixed angle~a!
between trajectories and the epi-to-endo time delay of wa
front rotation. For normal excitability, there is one pivot tu
at the end of each journey of the wavetips along an arc
block, and therefore also two main peaks per period for
ear cores. A simulation of MLR-I~or MBR with higherḡfi!
shows regular oscillations with two peaks per period. Tho
of MBR with ḡfi54 shown here are more irregular becau
the meandering behavior is itself already aperiodic. This
however a secondary aspect here.

For intermediateS, the peak of oscillation of the fila-
ment length, or the Euclidean distanceLE between wavetips,
coincides with the minimum of twist angle after a large o
cillation. Examination of the results shows that this is b
cause the leading wavefront rushes ahead along its trajec
either along an arc of block or a gently curved part of t
distorted ellipse, after executing its turn, while the laggi
wavefront pivots more slowly. Hence once the lagging wa
front has completed its turn, andDf is minimum, the fila-
ment has stretched to makeL andLE maxima. Note thatL
and LE only remain close to each other for smallS. For
largerS, L andLE start to depart from each other due to t
twist-induced intramural curving of the filament.

Let us now turn to the issue of why the filament unwin
propagatively, rather than simply diffusively as observed
example in the BZ reaction,42 and assumed to be the case
the estimations of Sec. II. Two factors contribute to this d
ference. First, forS larger than about 2 mm, the pivot tim
tpiv becomes much shorter than the transmural diffusion t
td . Thus twist is built-up far too quickly to allow smoot
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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FIG. 17. Contour plots ofV spaced every 30 mV on:~a! the epicardium, and~b! the endocardium corresponding to the sequence of frames in Fig. 16.
points of vortex lines on either surfaces are shown as filled circles. The bottom row is repeated with a gray shading showing polarized~black! and depolarized
~white! regions of tissue.
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diffusive unwinding. This is different in BZ because twist
built-up by a gradient of parameter over several rotation
riods. Second, the twist amplitude is large enough for n
linear effects to become important and cause localized pro
gative excitations to develop.

We have used rather loosely the term twiston to desc
such excitations because they are highly localized spat
along the filament and propagate transmurally at a sp
comparable to the underlying wave speed. However, it is
entirely clear if twistons behave more like solitons or sho
waves. The existing analyses of twist dynamics alo
straight vortex lines,38,39although not strictly applicable her
for the reasons discussed at the end of Sec. VI predict
twist is governed by Burger’s equation, which suppo
shock wave solutions. Yet, our simulation results plotted
the plane of twist and position along the filament~Fig. 15!
show a more soliton-like behavior that is reminiscent of so
tary waves of helicoidal disturbance propagating along v
ticity filaments in fluid turbulence.85,86 However, twistons
here may not be pure solitons since they appear in s
cases~other than Fig. 15! to spread spatially as they prop
gate. Analytical theories of twist dynamics in a rotationa
anisotropic medium and more detailed simulations se
needed to describe these excitations and shine light on
issue.
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2. New estimates

With the above mechanism in mind, we can return
crudely estimate the peak twist amplitudeDfmax and the
thicknessSmin below which this amplitude should be negl
gible. Now using the fact that the time for twist build-up is
the ordertpiv , and not the rotor period, we can modify ou
previous diffusive estimate by equatingtd and tpiv . This
yields Smin

diff 'p(D'2tpiv)
1/2 which is about 1.5 mm fortpiv

510 ms and the present parameters. If we assume ins
that twist decays propagatively, as our results demonst
for largerS, we estimate thatSmin

prop'c'2tpiv which is about 1
mm with c'2'10 cm/s. A more detailed numerical study
small S would be necessary to determine which estimate
more appropriate but the important point here is that both
between 1 and 2 mm in good accord with our results. Th
twist is already relevant at a small thickness.

Next, we can crudely estimate thatDfmax should satu-
rate at largeS ~Fig. 9! at a value approximately equal to th
total angle of rotation of the wavefront during its pivot tur
fpiv . In general,fpiv will depend on the nature of the
wavetip trajectories and the time delay between the pi
turns on the epicardium and endocardium. However,fpiv is
relatively simple to estimate in two limits. First, for norm
excitability, the wavefront rotates by'p in between jour-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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neys along arcs of blocks. Second, for reduced excitabi
the contracted elliptical cores become again linear in
limit wherec'1 /ci!1, such thatp also provides some uppe
bound forfpiv in this limit. For c'1 /ci in between 1/2 and
1/3, as is the case here,fpiv should be some fraction ofp
less than one. This is consistent with the saturation ofDfmax

around'100° – 120° in Fig. 9.
The peak amplitude of twist along the filament,Wmax,

can be much larger thanDfmax/S because twist is spatially
localized. We can estimateWmax to be the change of angl
across a twiston, or, approximately,fpiv , divided by its
width l . We observe thatl;2 mm, which is larger but com
parable to the widthj of the excitation wavefront that is th
smallest natural length scale in the problem. This yields
estimateWmax;fpiv / l . For fpiv'p and j'2 mm, Wmax is
about 100°/mm which is about twice larger than the ma
mum amplitude of;50°/mm deduced from Fig. 14. This i
becausefpiv is only about 100°~rather than 180°! for this
case. However, this is the correct order of magnitude of
tramural twist.

3. Vortex multiplication and VF

The present results pinpoint specific mechanisms
which twist leads to the creation of additional vortex line
The two dominant mechanisms that we have observed
shown schematically in Fig. 21. The first one~a! is the col-
lision of a twist-generated curved section of the origin
transmural line with one surface as shown in Fig. 12. E
tending the vortex line through the boundary, this cor
sponds to pinching-off a closed ring from this line. The se
ond mechanism~b! is the expansion of a twisted half-rin
intramurally that then collides with the opposite boundary
form two separate transmural lines, as shown in the first
frames of Fig. 16. Existing analytical theories predict th
twist decouples from filament motion39 and that vortex rings
shrink for normal excitability. This prediction, however,

FIG. 18. Transmembrane voltage recordings ofV from a point on the epi-
cardium for: ~a! VT with a single transmural vortex filament andS
53.1 mm; and~b! VF with a large average number of filaments~10–20!
andS56.2 mm. Other parameters areuz512°/mm andḡfi54.
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only valid for a slowly varying twist along a vortex line in a
isotropic medium and need not apply here. Actually our
sults suggest that a large twist renders the tension of
instantaneous vortex line negative, causing rings to expa

Although mechanisms~a! and ~b! above dominate dur-
ing the initial decay into VF, other topological changes pl

FIG. 19. Histograms of APD, measured at a voltage threshold of260 mV,
obtained from 4800 simultaneous recordings sites equally distributed
three square meshes of edge 0.155 cm on the endocardium, midwall
epicardium for 3.5 s of run time:~a! VT, and ~b! VF, for the same param-
eters as in Fig. 18. The bin height is normalized to be the number of AP
that fall within a given bin of 1 msec width divided by the highest numb
of APDs in all bins.

FIG. 20. Summary of simulation results in the plane of wall thickness a
fiber rotation rate. Three regimes are distinguished: VT~open circles!; in-
termediate VT-VF state~gray circles!; and developed VF~solid circles!.
Results of the experiments of Kavanaghet al. ~Ref. 31! are superimposed
showing stable VT~stars! and VF~crosses!, as well as those of Zipeset al.
~Ref. 30! showing VT and VF in canine RV~open square! and LV ~solid
square!, respectively. The shaded area is comprised between the curveuz

5Du/S for Du5100° and 150°. The dashed line is the nearly vertic
boundary between VT and VF, conjectured by Winfree in Ref. 33. The s
line is the boundary inferred from our simulations. The lower horizontal p
of this boundary moves up when lowering uniformly the excitability of t
tissue since the minimum fiber rotation rate necessary to produce a
amplitude twist and filament distortion is increased.
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an important role in the fully developed turbulent state. F
example, for largeS;1 cm, formation of a closed intramura
ring can occur by pinching of the vortex line near the m
wall, without collision. Transmural lines can coalesce
form half-rings on opposite surfaces. Furthermore, rings
form spontaneously by conduction blocks, either intram
rally or manifested as half-rings ending on surfaces. Th
rings, however, are usually short lived and shrink and dis
pear on a time scale much shorter than the period, un
highly twisted. The fact that rings form at all intramural
indicates that the minimum wall thickness for their formati
is not one spiral core diameter~which is '3 cm here and
obviously larger than the wall thicknesses simulated here! A
better estimate of this minimum thickness is probably
diameter of one of the small outward petal, which is ab
the minimum size required for a brief pivot of the activatio
wavefront.

We expect these mechanisms should be univers
present for high membrane excitability. They occur in sim
lation of the other model fits discussed in Sec. IV and he
do not require specific forms of APD restitution curves. Th
is what one would intuitively expect since winding of th
filament only requires rapid pivot turns of the wavefront i
between arcs, a structure which is already present for a
restitution curve. The MLR-I and GP parameters with app
ently more realistic linear cores than MBR also exhibit
transition to VF above a comparable thickness than MBR

We have found that reducing the membrane excitabi
has a stabilizing effect. Forḡfi54 decay occurs forS larger
than about 4–6 mm, whereas forḡfi52.47, it does not occu
up to S51 cm. In both cases, twist is sufficient to induce
morphological instability of the filament forS larger than

FIG. 21. Schematic representation of the dominant mechanisms of fila
creation during the initial decay into VF by either:~a! collision with the
boundary of a curved section of the original transmural vortex line follow
instability and the propagation of a twiston; and~b! the expansion of a
twisted half-ring. The dashed lines indicate mirror images through
boundaries. In developed VF vortex rings are also spontaneously cre
intramurally or on boundaries.
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about 5 mm. Also, in both cases, twistons are observed
mechanism~a! in Fig. 21 leads to the formation of a half-rin
vortex line on the opposite surface of where the filamen
winded. However, for the reduced excitability, the half-rin
shrinks and vanishes until the process is again repea
Therefore the dynamics remains dominated by a single tra
mural line, whereas forḡfi54 the half-ring expands thereb
leading to the creation of additional lines by mechanism~b!.
One possible explanation for this difference is thatfpiv is
smaller for the tight turns on the elliptical-like trajectorie
than for the turns on small outward petals. Conseque
reducing the excitability also tends to reduce the twist a
plitude and may prevent further decay into VF.

The present results seem consistent with the current
lief that uniform ~i.e., spatially homogeneous! depression of
excitability makes the heart less vulnerable to VF, which
the intended role of class I anti-arrhythmic drugs. This bel
however, may not be entirely correct since reducing ex
ability has also been shown to facilitate the induction
reentry by anatomical obstacles.87 So, if the present mecha
nism of turbulence turns out to be relevant, designing a
arrhythmic drugs may require careful dosage since both h
and low excitability seem dangerous. The ‘‘safe’’ range
excitability, if existent, may be quite narrow.

B. Comparison with previous works and other three-
dimensional mechanisms of VF

Sproing40,42 and the present instability are both induc
by an excess of twist. However, they are manifested in f
damentally different ways. During sproing, as discovered
merically by Henzeet al.,40 the vortex line evolves into a
static helical configuration. In contrast, during the prese
instability, a localized twist-induced distortion ispropagated
along the filament. In the former case twist is redistribut
uniformly along the filament, whereas in the latter case i
predominantly carried with the disturbance and ‘‘dumpe
at boundaries. This propagative character of the instabi
which is absent from sproing, has to our best knowledge
previous analog in excitable media.

If the filament distortion carried by twistons were he
coidal, this would indicate that the present instability is r
lated to sproing. However, so far, our attempts to visual
three-dimensionally the filament did not show a simple he
coidal distortion. Moreover, sproing develops in about o
rotor period, whereas the filament distortion associated w
a twiston is created in a much shorter time than one per
One could argue that one should compare instead one r
period in Henzeet al.’s simulations to one rotation around
small outward petal here, during which winding occurs.
this case the time scales for the two instabilities are com
rable. Measuring torsion simultaneously with twist in o
simulations should shine more light on the relation, if an
between the present instability and sproing.

Propagation failure is not observed here in the init
instability. One can see from Fig. 8~a!–~c! that the rotor
period remains almost constant ('160 ms) asS is increased.
The excitable gap is the same here as in Beeler-Reuter,
thus small, but is not winded out by twist as observed in
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chemical medium.41 This is simply because twist is period
cally relaxed and does not build-up on the time scale of
rotor period.

In the simulation of Panfilov and Keener,28 destabiliza-
tion of reentry by rotational anisotropy was interpreted to
caused by wave breaks tied to discrete effects of myo
dium, also argued previously by Keener to be important.88,89

Their simulation therefore mixes two effects: anisotrop
propagation~different propagation velocity parallel and pe
pendicular to the fiber!, which would be present in continu
ous tissue, and anisotropic refractoriness~different refractory
periods parallel and perpendicular to the fiber!. The latter
effect is absent here, making a qualitative comparison d
cult. However the present instability mechanism appear
be different since wave breaks are absent initially.

In a 3D simulation without rotational anisotropy, Pa
filov and Hogeweg90 found three-dimensional scroll breaku
in a modified FN model that already generates spiral w
breakup in 2D.90 In this case, the decay into wave turbulen
has its origin in a plane wave instability under high fr
quency forcing as in Ref. 54. The main role of the th
dimension is to enlarge slightly the range of parameters
breakup as compared to 2D. In contrast here, with rotatio
anisotropy, the third dimension becomes essential to prod
VF in a parameter range where VT is quite stable in 2D.

In a simulation study of FN kinetics, also without rot
tional anisotropy, Biktashevet al.39 have proposed that fila
ment tension could provide a 3D mechanism for VF. T
filament tension is the coefficientg in the equation of motion
dR/dt52g/R of the core of a scroll ring of radiusR. The
ring either shrinks ifg.0 or expands ifg,0. Furthermore,
for g,0, small sinusoidal perturbations of wave vectorq
~i.e., of wavelength 2p/q! of an initially straight filament
grow in amplitude exponentially in time as;exp(Vt), where
V;2gq2 for small q. So small perturbations grow forg
,0 and decay forg.0. Biktashevet al.39 observe numeri-
cally that this causes the filament to curve and hit the bou
aries causing new filaments to be created. The main dif
ence is that the vortex line instability is generated here
twist for normal membrane excitability, whereas, with neg
tive tension, it develops without twist for a reduced excitab
ity.

For the range of excitability of Fig. 7, we find numer
cally thatg is positive in the normal excitability linear-cor
regime and negative in the reduced excitability inward pe
circular-core regime, according to expectation. Furthermo
we find that for a filament instability to develop on a tim
scale of a few rotor periods,S needs to be larger than abo
two to three timesr c . Examination of Fig. 7 leads to th
conclusion that this negative core tension mechanism is
relevant here forS<2 cm.

C. Comparison with experiment and possible tests

Figure 20 reproduces Fig. 1 of Winfree in Ref. 33 wi
our simulations results superimposed for the purpose of c
parison with experiment. Simulations results have been p
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ted by distinguishing between VT~open circles!, intermedi-
ate VT–VF ~shaded circles!, and developed VF~filled
circles!.

The nearly vertical dashed line represents Winfree’s
tative guess of the VT–VF boundary that interpolates
tween the RV–LV experiment of Zipeset al.30 and the LV
wall thinning experiment of Kavanaghet al.31 As such, this
boundary implies that fiber rotation has an almost neu
role, perhaps even stabilizing if we interpret the slight be
to the right of this boundary as significant. The solid line
Fig. 20 represents the boundary between VT and VF in
polated between our simulation results for normal excita
ity. This boundary shows that fiber rotation has a destabi
ing role for two reasons. First, it shows that there exist
minimumuz , corresponding to the approximately horizont
lower part of the boundary, below which turbulence is abs
for any S. Second, it shows that the transition to turbulen
occurs at smallerS for increasinguz above this minimum, as
reflected by the fact that the nearly vertical part of the bou
ary bends to the left for largeruz . Also, the lower horizontal
part must move up with lowering excitability since we do n
observe turbulence for a smallerḡNa. So the picture to
emerge is that two conditions need to be simultaneously
to obtain turbulence. First, a minimum fiber rotation ra
which increases with decreasing excitability, is needed
produce a sufficiently large twist to cause a large filam
disturbance. Second, a minimum wall thickness, which
only weakly dependent on fiber rotation rate, is necessary
this disturbance to develop sufficiently to create new fi
ments by collision.

In the simulations, the transition from VT to VF occu
in the range of 4–6 mm foruz512°/mm. This is about the
thickness at which the transmural twist angle reaches its p
amplitude;p/S ~for this uz! and where there is sufficien
room intramurally for curved sections of filaments to cau
the creation of new vortices by collision at boundaries. T
critical thickness is consistent with the one observed exp
mentally for the LV. Foruz530°/mm, the transition occurs
in the range of 2–4 mm so a 4-mm RV is marginally u
stable. However, we have not yet scanned sufficiently
upper left-hand corner of Fig. 20 to conclude if a thinner R
would fibrillate.

Can one conceive of experimental tests of the pres
instability? To our knowledge, only one experiment to dat91

has attempted to map different layers and reported no no
able twist. However this was for the RV and an angle of fib
rotation of apparently only'30°, judging from Fig. 9 in
Ref. 91. It should also be possible to measure oscillation
the transmural twist angle in a VT regime, such as tho
shown in Fig. 8. This would require to map the endocardi
~with the Purkinje fiber removed! and epicardium simulta-
neously for the LV or RV or thinner sections of those.
would also necessitate to record this activity with sufficie
time resolution to capture these oscillations and, more imp
tantly, to image the activation wavefronts on each layer w
sufficient spatial resolution to extrapolate the orientation
the wavefront at the point of phase singularity.

Furthermore, the existence of twistons and the rela
mechanism by which vortices are created could be dete
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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by timing events on the epicardium and endocardium. Thi
clearly illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the voltage act
ity on the epicardium and endocardium associated with
creation and transmural propagation of a twiston correspo
ing to Fig. 12. In the first few frames of this example, o
can see that the wavefront pivots rapidly on the epicard
before the endocardium. This signals that a twiston should
created below the epicardium and propagate transmural
a time;S/c'2 . One should therefore expect a breakthrou
of activation on the endocardium after about this delay tim
Since twistons can also propagate from the endocardium
the epicardium, identical breakthrough events should also
observable on the epicardium that is easier to map exp
mentally. These events should have generally two stages
first, appearance of a growing target pattern as a curved
tion of intramural filament approaches the surface, and t
the subsequent creation of two additional point of phase
gularities corresponding to the collision.

Lastly, the transmembrane recordings of Fig. 18 sh
that there is considerably more variability in the signal m
sured at a single point during VT than VF. Moreover, w
have shown that there is a clear correlation between the
ment density and the histogram distribution of APD sho
in Fig. 19. This distribution becomes broader and shifts
small APD during VF because the passage of a vortex
near a recording site leads to a short APD. So APD distri
tions should provide a useful means to characterize the
tex density during VF in addition to the other methods th
have been proposed.47

D. Limitations and prospects

A number of limitations of the present study should
mentioned. First, we have assumed that, aside from r
tional anisotropy, the tissue is homogeneous~i.e., I ion is the
same for all cells!. VF has been historically hypothesized
be caused by random variations of pulse durations, or
called dispersion of refractoriness. The pioneering cellu
automata simulations of Moeet al.92 and others since,93 have
clearly demonstrated that such random variations trig
wavebreaks. However dispersion of refractoriness produ
VF in both 2D and 3D, which does not seem consistent w
the data. More importantly, modern optical mapping te
niques show that spatial variations of refractoriness are
random, as hypothesized in these models, but spat
graded.94 Gradients of refractoriness typically produce vo
tex drift but not wave breakup. Thus it would be desirable
the future to include such gradient effects. Our expectatio
that this drift should not change the main mechanism of v
tex creation since twistons are produced on a sufficie
short time scale by the proposed leading pivot turn mec
nism. We have neglected macroscopic inhomogeneities
have been shown for example to anchor filaments.95 Such a
type of defect may also reduce the amount of twist build
by providing intramural unwinding surfaces. However, su
inhomogeneities would probably need to be on a mm sc
comparable to the width of twistons to halt their propagati
which seems large.

Second, we have used a simplified ionic model of el
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trical activity rather than modified forms of the origina
Beeler-Reuter equation or more up to date models that m
produce stable reentry in 2D. Future work may be required
ensure that we have not lost essential features, or introdu
spurious ones, by this simplification. However, we do n
expect that this is the case since the present model prod
the main features of 2D re-entry exhibited by the more co
plex models.

Lastly, we have focused on a fairly specific class of in
tial conditions and an idealized geometry. It would be des
able to extend the present simulations to a geometry m
representative of the whole ventricle and initiate reentry b
premature stimulus.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simplified three-variable io
model that approximates well the behavior of more comp
ionic models such as Beeler-Reuter, and an efficient num
cal algorithm to simulate this model in a rotationally anis
tropic continuous tissue.

Winfree conjectured previously33 that some vortex fila-
ment instability should be present to explain the fact t
only thick enough hearts tend to fibrillate, but left the mech
nism of this instability unspecified. Our simulations pinpoi
a specific instability mechanism induced by fiber rotation84

This instability is distinct from sproing40 in that it is
manifested by the propagation of localized twist-induced d
tortions of the filament, rather than a static helicoidal def
mation. It involves a winding mechanism that produces
large twist amplitude and a strong coupling between tw
and filament motion that produces the distortion. Windi
occurs by rapid pivoting by an anglefpiv;100° – 200° of
the wavefront on one bounding surface that leads in time
pivot turn of the wavefront on the opposite surface. Th
produces transmural twist amplitudesDf;fpiv /S, local
peak amplitudes along the filament ofWmax;fpiv / l , wherel
is the width of twistons, and a build-up of twist on a tim
scale of tpiv;10– 20 ms. The smallness of this time sca
accounts for why the twist amplitude starts to rise at surp
ingly smallS ~of about 1 mm!, and why twist cannot simply
decay diffusively in the largerS regime where twistons are
created. The rapid pivot turns occur twice per rotor per
during meander along arcs of conduction blocks, which
characteristic of reentry in a regime of normal excitabilit
Consequently, the vortex line also becomes unstable tw
per period, the instability lasting only for a short tim
;S/c'2 that is about the time for a twiston to propaga
transmurally.

The mechanism by which this instability leads to V
differs from other known instabilities and turbulence mech
nisms reviewed here. It involves rotational anisotropy in
simple continuum but not wave breaks produced by disc
effects.28 It does not depend on underlying plane wave ins
bilities that already produce 2D turbulence, patchy failu
induced by a twist gradient, and is not based on a nega
core filament tension characteristic of a reduced excitabil
Moreover, it does not involve dispersion of refractorine
still often viewed as the main cause of VF. New vortices a
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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initially created instead by surface collisions of distorted u
stable filaments. Furthermore, we have argued that spe
experimental signatures of this mechanism should be obs
able by simultaneously mapping the epicardium and
docardium, and timing events on these surfaces. The tim
decay into VF is roughly the time to create enough filame
to reach some maximum average packing of vortices, o
few rotor periods, and the presence of a high filament den
broadens the APD distribution and shifts its maximum
shorter time.

Rotational anisotropy is rendering vortex dynamics
ready much richer than one may have expected in ideal
homogeneous and continuous tissue. We have only qua
tively interpreted here some numerical observations and
do not yet have theories to describe the coupling of hig
localized twist excitations to filament motion in such a no
linear regime. We do not know how to predict the thickne
at which VT should decay into VF as a function of fib
rotation rate and other parameters of the medium, and
this decay may be altered by different initial condition
Moreover, many anatomical features can cause the hea
depart from an idealized continuum, and it is not clear h
those will modify this rich behavior, either simplifying it o
making it more complicated.
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APPENDIX A

In this Appendix, we describe how the algorithm of Se
III can be extended to the case of anisotropic propaga
with I ionÞ0. We restrict our attention to Eqs.~24!–~26! of
the three-current model and denoteJion simply byJ for brev-
ity of notation. This algorithm is applicable to more gene
ionic models with one restriction on the sodium kinetics th
is emphasized below.
th
p-
f
th
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The first operatorO1 is now chosen to include all spatia
derivatives in thex-y plane as well as the current termJ.
The second operatorO2 is the same as before and only in
volves diffusion alongz. For steppingO1 , the membrane
potential that enters inJ is treated implicitly by linearization.
This correspond to approximatingJ during this step by

1
2 @J~ua

S ;ya
n !1J~ua

n ;ya
n !#5Ja

n1 1
2 Jua

n ~ua
S2ua

n !1...,
~A1!

where we have definedJa
n[J(ua

S ;ya
n), andJua

n []uJ(u;y),
evaluated atu5ua

n and y5ya
n . This implicit treatment is

needed because of the rapid upstroke of the action pote
on the time scaletd;Cm /ḡfi , where ḡfi is the maximum
sodium conductance. In contrast, the gate variablesv andw
can be simply treated explicitly because of their slower
netics~i.e., becausetv

6 andtw
6 are larger thantd!. In ionic

models such as BR and LR, the gate variablesy also gener-
ally vary on time scales larger thantd and do not need to be
treated implicitly. One exception to this rule is the gatem
responsible for activation of the Na current of the formI Na

5m3h j(V2VNa). This gate varies on a time scale muc
shorter thantd and severely constrainsDt. This problem
does not arise in the simplified ionic model because the fo
of I Na for this model is equivalent to adiabatically elimina
ing m by letting m5m`(u). The present algorithm would
therefore only be advantageous for ionic models where g
variables substantially faster thantd are either adiabatically
eliminated, or integrated separately with a smaller time s
using operator splitting.

Next, the partial derivativedxy
2 ua

n associated with fiber
rotation is treated explicitly using a second order Adam
Bashforth scheme. This, together with the implicit treatm
of J, leads to the algorithm defined by the sequence of
plicit steps
ua
S5ua

n1bxdx
2ua

S1bydy
2ua

n12bxy~
3
2 dxy

2 ua
n2 1

2 dxy
2 ua

n21!2DtJa
n2

Dt

2
Jua

n ~ua
S2ua

n !

ua
n115ua

S1
bz

2
~dz

2ua
n111dz

2ua
S!

J n even ~A2!

ua
S5ua

n1bxdx
2ua

n1bydy
2ua

S12bxy~
3
2 dxy

2 ua
n2 1

2 dxy
2 ua

n21!2DtJa
n2

Dt

2
Jua

n ~ua
S2ua

n !

ua
n115ua

S1
bz

2
~dz

2ua
n111dz

2ua
S!

J n odd, ~A3!
where we have defined the constantsbx5D iDt/D2, by

5D'1Dt/D2, bz5D'2Dt/Dz2, andbxy5D12Dt/D2. As be-
fore, then even and odd steps are identical except for
interchange ofx andy that corresponds to alternatively ste
ping x andy implicitly every two time steps. The stepping o
the gate variables can be done efficiently by noting that
e

e

dynamics ofv andw defined by Eqs.~25!–~26! can be inte-
grated exactly from timenDt to time (n11)Dt, which gives

ya
n115ya

ne2Dt/ty
1

, for u.uc

ya
n11512@12ya

n #e2Dt/ty
2

, for u,uc
J n even or odd

~A4!
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for y5(v,w). We note that this simplification is only pos
sible because of the simplified formed assumed for the
namics of the gate variables. For more general models,
gate variables can be time stepped explicitly~with the afore-
mentioned caveat form! using an Euler scheme or a seco
order Adams–Bashforth scheme.

APPENDIX B

As described in Sec. VI, we define the filament by t
line ~or set of lines if more than one filament is present! of
intersection of the two surfacesV(r ,t)5Viso, whereViso is
some arbitrary threshold potential used to distinguish po
ized and depolarized regions of the tissue, and] tV(r ,t)50.
In a simulation where time is discrete, we can approxim
] tV(r ,t)'@V(r ,(n11)Dt)2V(r ,nDt)#/Dt. The task of de-
termining the filament position is then reduced to finding
line of intersection of the two surfaces defined by

V~r ,nDt !5V~r ,~n11!Dt !5Viso. ~B1!

As a practical matter, it is convenient to represent this line
the set of intersection points, denoted byR1 ,R2 ,..., of this
line with the lattice planes defined byx5 iD, y5 j D, andz
5kDz ~which are just all they-z, x-z, andx-y planes that
contain lattice points, respectively.! Since each plane is mad
up of squares of edgeD, with one lattice point at each of th
four corners, the algorithm proceeds by finding which of t
3NxNyNz squares contained in these planes are interse
by the line defined by Eq.~B1! and what are the coordinate
of these intersection. To illustrate how to this is done, let
consider for example the square in thez5kDz plane defined
by the four lattice pointsVi , j ,k

n , Vi 11,j ,k
n , Vi 11,j 11,k

n , and
Vi , j 11,k

n ~the generalization to other squares is then trivial
symmetry!. We define the scaled orthogonal coordinatesx̄
5(x2 iD)/D and ȳ5(y2 j D)/D that vary between 0 and
inside this square. To find the point of intersection of the l
defined by Eq.~B1! with this square, we simply approximat
V(r ,nDt) andV(r ,(n11)Dt) inside this square by a bilin
ear interpolation formula. We then impose the condition
Eq. ~B1!, which yields the set of two simultaneous equatio

~12 x̄!~12 ȳ!Vi , j ,k
n 1 x̄~12 ȳ!Vi 11,j ,k

n 1 x̄ȳVi 11,j 11,k
n

1~12 x̄!ȳVi , j 11,k
n 5Viso, ~B2!

~12 x̄!~12 ȳ!Vi , j ,k
n111 x̄~12 ȳ!Vi 11,j ,k

n11 1 x̄ȳVi 11,j 11,k
n11

1~12 x̄!ȳVi , j 11,k
n11 5Viso, ~B3!

for the two unknownsx̄ and ȳ. Then, if Eqs.~B2! and ~B3!
have a solution with 0< x̄<1 and 0< ȳ<1, there exists an
intersection of the filament with this square. This intersect
corresponds in this particular example to the vectorRl

5( i 1 x̄)Dx1( j 1 ȳ)Dy1kDzz. Points of intersections with
all squares are then determined by a similar procedure.
nally, all of these points are sorted in order of increas
arclengths along a given filament, the arclength distan
between two nearby points being simply defined by the
clidean distanceDsl5uRl 112Rl u. The total length of this
filament is then given byL5( j 51

N Dsj , whereN is the total
number of points along the filament.
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To calculate twist we need to calculate the compone
of the vectorN5¹V/u¹Vu at each pointRl along the fila-
ment. This is done by first calculating these components
lattice points with finite difference formulae, and then usi
the same bilinear interpolation formulae as above to ca
late them at the intersection points of the filament. Next,
calculate the components of the unit vectort l

[(Rl 112Rl)/uRl 112Rl u that joins two nearby points alon
the filament. We then evaluate the angleDf l betweenNl and
the projection ofNl 11 in the plane spanned byNl and the
binormal t l3Nl , or

Df l5~Nl 113Nl !–t l . ~B4!

This allows us to construct the functionf(s), or f l

5( j 51
l Df l , whose derivativeW(s)5]sf(s) is the twist.

This derivative is smoothed out by interpolating the functi
f(s) between points (Rl) along the filament with cubic
splines.
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